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Tiffany Stern, Rehearsal from Shakespeare to Sheridan.
New York: Oxford University Press, 2000. Pp. x + 337.
$65.00.
Reviewed by Laura Rosenthal, Florida State University
n this new book about early modern theater, Tiffany Stern sets
out to explain the significance of rehearsal and to describe
actual theatrical practice. Theater historians have long argued
that we have very little evidence about how companies conducted rehearsals
before the nineteenth century; for Stern, though, they simply have not been
looking in the right places. Thinking creatively about the possibilities for
evidence. Stern pieces together an argument about how, in the period from
the Renaissance to the end of the eighteenth century, actors learned their
parts, companies prepared, and authors involved themselves in the produc
tion. She relies heavily on plays themselves—particularly rehearsal plays,
although she argues for a judicious use of the evidence they may provide. She
also looks to memoirs, theater histories, satires, biographies, and pamphlets
on the stage controversies of the day for clues. Her most salient argument is
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this: while we generally think of rehearsal as a group project involving an
entire cast working together, early modern theater companies worked
differently. Each actor learned his (and later, her) part individually with little
understanding of how the entire play would fit together. This knowledge
should reshape the way we imagine early modern theater.
In the Renaissance, companies granted to the playwright an important
role in the outcome of the production. The playwright not only cast most
of the parts, but he also trained the actors in how to perform the major roles.
To begin preparing the play, he would first read the entire play to the
company, modeling the performance of each role. The "part" each actor
received consisted only of his own lines and a few words to cue his speeches;
each actor, then, would study his part without really knowing how the
whole play fit together. The actor might benefit from individual instruction
from the playwright or from another actor but had minimal opportunity to
rehearse in a group. Instruction focused on pronunciation, cadence, body
movements, and facial expressions. Because of their heavy performance
schedule, the company generally took only three weeks to prepare a play.
In the Restoration, however, companies depended less on the authors.
Stern believes that the most famous rehearsal
The Rehearsal—miAtzds
in some ways, for it exaggerates the authority that a low-born amateur writer
like Bayes (the character, not the author to whom the character might refer)
could have held. She finds that The Female Wits, with its author hoping that
"Knights, Squires, or... distinguished" guests will appear and approve her play
reflects contemporary practice more accurately. Like their predecessors.
Restoration actors also received "parts" rather than copies of the entire play;
they continued to rehearse on their own with limited opportunity for group
rehearsal. As the actors themselves became objects of interest for the
audience, playwrights needed to tailor the parts to the particular performers.
The actors thus gained some authority over the content as well as the
performance of the play. Actors tended to develop stereotyped characters
that they would perform over and over again in different plays, which
limited how much they had to learn for a new play. As actors became so
closely associated with particular types and even particular roles, they (and
the managers) took over from the playwrights the task of training new actors.
Stern also emphasizes the tremendous importance of the first night, for if a
play didn't take it was scrapped and the author received nothing. But instead
of encouraging initial perfection, this system led actors to invest minimal
effort in the first performance since the play might not ever run again.
Audience response on the first night could prompt significant changes to
both the performance and the text. Thus the first night was itself almost a
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dress rehearsal, with uneven performances and considerable openness to
alteration.
In the eighteenth century, playwrights lost even more ground and
managers emerged as significant forces in production. Authors submitted
their plays to managers for revisions; they also incorporated suggestions from
potential patrons. Stern finds that the much-heralded revolution in acting
attributed to David Garrick actually involved minimal change from tradition.
Actors continued to rehearse by individual parts, and those parts mostly in
terms of their own set pieces. According to Stern, "[although Garrick broke
with the old imitative tradition, he very seldom encouraged others to do
likewise. Instead, he created new interpretations for his players, which he
then taught in much the same way as parts had always been taught—by
imitation" (262). Opening nights still resembled rehearsals.
While some of Stern's points are familiar—others, for example, have
addressed in greater detail the association of actors and actresses with
particular character types in the Restoration—her point about the piecemeal
rehearsal of plays offers a fresh way of thinking about early modern
production. Even as late as the eighteenth century. Stern suggests, we must
imagine plays as, at least to some extent, a series of set pieces shaped by
audience response. Rehearsal from Shakespeare to Sheridan thus makes an
important contribution to theater history. Literary critics will find much of
interest here as well, but while Stern claims in the beginning that rehearsal
and text need to be read together, she does not follow up on this point. I
wish she had, for it would have been interesting to consider the case for how
a new understanding of rehearsal practices could change the way we read
particular plays. But all of her points work in the other direction, showing
how the text can help us piece together styles of rehearsal; there is little sense
here of how her findings might shape interpretation. Nevertheless, the
author's "aim in writing this book has been to produce a lasting reference
work....this book is an unashamedly historical account of rehearsal and its
ramifications, not a work of editorial or performance theory" (19). In this
aim she has succeeded, for students of theater will find in her book a clear,
well-written history of rehearsal in the early modern period that fills a gap
in our current scholarship.
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Zakiya Hanafi, The Monster in the Machine: Magic,
Medicine, and the Marvelous in the Time of the Scientific
Revolution. Durham: Duke University Press, 2000. Pp.
xii + 272. $59.95 cloth; $20.95 paper.
Reviewed hy Peter Fosl, Transylvania University
This text appears to be a labor of love and a labor extending over a period of
more than a few years. It is also a work on an important place and time and
an important topic. Zakiya Hanafi uses her facility in languages to collect a
fascinating panoply of texts—some translated here into English for the first
time. One will also find here tidbits to stimulate and entertain, moments of
remarkable insight and potentially fruitful suggestions for further investiga
tion and elaboration. The text gathers the usual suspects (including Aristotle,
Pliny, Cicero, Augustine, Hobbes, Galileo and Descartes) but adds to the
cauldron a host of lesser-known figures (such as philosopher Giambatistia
Vico, author Fortunio Liceti, literati and politicos who gathered in the Orti
Oricellai, Anathasius Kircher, and the scientist Giovanni Borelli). Hanafi
addresses not only biological and mythical monsters but also those of
rhetoric. For these reasons, this is a work that deserves our admiration and
respect.
Unfortunately, there is little else to recommend here. Its very first
sentence advances a facile and unsound argument:"A monster is whatever we
are not[if so, then bacteria, bricks, magnetic fields, odd numbers, and the god
Jupiter are also monsters.], so as monsters change form so do we, by
implication" [not so, changes in monsters may simply be the actualizations
of other possibilities for what we are not.].
Much of the remaining text articulates claims that are generally poorly
organized, irrelevant, awkwardly written, half-digested, haphazard and often
simply false. Because it does occasionally sparkle, the text may serve well as
a diversionary and recreational piece. The ideas it juxtaposes and associates
may even serve as starting points for productive brainstorming. But because
it lacks a cogent hermeneutical or analytical framework and because so many
of its arguments and assertions are specious, the book will be of little use to
serious students or scholars.
In her preface, Hanafi announces that the "methodological principle I
adopt is that of 'seeing the connections' (to use Ludwig Wittgenstein's term)
rather than 'making explanations.' Explanations justify what is on the basis
of what was-, connections create new possibilities of inquiry on the basis of
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what may be. Nothing could be more obvious to a Baroque theoretician of
wit than that it is our metaphoric capacity, our ability to freely associate, that
hones our intellects and makes us into truly creative beings. It can be
liberating to allow one's method to define one's object of inquiry, instead of
the other way around. Each of these chapters, then, is meant to round up a
number of connections and texts in order to illuminate some aspect of
monstrosity that is relevant, both for historical and philosophical reasons, to
our present time" (x). It's hard to conceive a less adequate and more
meretricious set of claims upon which to ground a book. Moreover, there
is no elaboration of this "principle," no articulation of these ideas, and, in
fact, in the body of the text little to go on in understanding how she has
applied them.
What does she mean by "making connections".' Is this a text of therapy,
designed to liberate (her? the reader? how? from what?) through free
association? Why the apposition of our "metaphoric capacity" with "free
association"? Is the invention of metaphor the same as free association? Does
the former depend on the latter? What sort of historical and philosophical
reasons does she have in mind, and why are they relevant? Are the claims she
advances in the text meant to give us an understanding of the early modern
era, or are they simply instruments for us to use in reflecting upon ourselves?
Why select only these few texts and figures but not others? Are those
selected representative or typical? Why spend so much time on Vico
especially concerning matters of little relevance to the general topic? Over
and over the text raises such questions only to disappoint one with its silence
and incoherence.
Hanafi's brief parenthetical reference to Wittgenstein is not much help.
The text appeals to Wittgenstein's authority to justify not following a
chronological course and not, as the back cover disingenuously claims,
tracking "the ways in which human beings were defined in contrast to
supernatural and demonic creatures during the time of the Scientific
Revolution." Wittgenstein is never mentioned again. The quotation drawn
from him (219n2; simply a marginal note he wrote in his copy of James
Eraser's Golden Bough—& text he himself reviewed) claims that schemata
other than explanatory hypotheses of chronological development can be used
to produce "understanding" of historical data. But Wittgenstein says
something else. Hanafi's text gets the negative moment of Wittgenstein's
remark right (explanatory, developmental hypotheses are only one of many
ways to interpret history), but she misses the additional, positive thrust (that
alternative forms of understanding are produced through a "clearly arranged
cognitive schema"). So far as I can tell, no schema is operative here at all.
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This is not to say that no such schema is available to the data she
collects. As a student of Vico, Hanafi might have appealed to the peculiar
logic organizing the axiomatic system of his Scienza Nuova, or other
principles of Renaissance and early modern rhetoric. (For a provocative view
of Vico's logic, see James R. Goetch, Jr., Vico's Axioms: The Geometry of the
Human World [New Haven: Yale University Press, 1995].) Perhaps,
alternatively, Hanafi might have situated her text in the wake of Derrida's
fractured brilliance. She might have sought inspiration and guidance in
Nietzsche's subversive use of aphorism and history. Some of the passages
could, with more patience and thought, yield insights along the lines
Foucault teases out of Vel^quez's Las Meninas in Les Mots et les choses. Even
Wittgenstein's mAny-voiced Philosophical Investigations might have offered a
queue. Hanafi, however, deploys neither another's interpretive schema nor
one of her own invention. As result, this book presents little more than a set
of ideas and texts that have for various, often inexplicable reasons interested
Hanafi and which sometimesin a loose way bear on the topic of monstrosity.
The closing of the text offers another missed interpretive opportunity.
As if quickly running an errand she had forgotten, Hanafi's last few pages try
to make good on her opening promise to relate the vague wanderings of this
text to present historical and philosophical matters. They do so by sketching
a few ideas appealing to Adorno and Horkheimer's Dialectic of Enlighten
ment—topics that had never before been addressed by the text.
While her earlier excursuses hardly demonstrate this, Hanafi invokes the
authority of these figures of the Frankfurt School to argue that the concept
of monstrosity figures into the difficult process of producing and stabilizing
the modern subject. (What about the ancient monster, which she also
addresses? And isn't this an explanatory principle of just the kind she
initially eschewed?) She writes: "The truth is we [who? we moderns? we
repressive instruments? all human beings?] need to believe in the danger of
monstrosity in order to not allow ourselves to be distracted from our straight
path The secret desire to usurp that place of monstrosity, to become the
admired object, is part of the game we play of 'holding the I together' by
imagining its disappearance" (217).
Following this and after mentioning the internet and extraterrestrials in
two short paragraphs (presumably to bring us up to date), Hanafi places the
capstone by offering the reader cheap homiletics: "whatever a monster may
be, it is a thing to be feared [except all the sorts of monsters she had earlier
described as not being characterized as objects of fear]. If we are destined as
a species to merge with our technological creations and to become more
machinelike, then it behooves us to love our machines. It behooves us to
love our monsters as ourselves" (218).
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Aside from failing to explain why it behooves us to love monstrosity
(for the sake of paltry self-esteem?) and how we can manage to love that
which we must fear (for the sake of selfish interest?), these claims are
troublesome because they gut the critical import of Horkheimer and
Adorno's work. The Dialectic of Enlightenment exposes the dynamics of
reason and self in the modern world in order to subvert the repression and
violence that they yield. Would Hanafi, then, endorse light-skinned people
regarding darker-skinned humans as monstrous—as Africans have often been
figured? Should men love women and simultaneously find them to be
dangerous monstrosities—as patriarchy has often figured them?
Hanafi's abuse of other texts is, if less morally problematic, still
intellectually weak. Hanafi renders Descartes alternatively as a thinker
whose apparently contradictory claims she cannot unravel (128) and as a
mechanist who hides his determinism because of cowardice in the face of
Galileo's persecution (124). (A more subtle, though profoundly provocative
reading of Descartes's heterodoxy may be found in Anne Hartle's Death and
the Disinterested Spectator
SUNY Press, 1986].) Hanafi's discursive
reading of Vico misleadingly roots his criticism of Descartes in free will
controversy (138). Instead, it lies in Vico's theory of the role of fantasia
(imagination), reason, and cognition, his conception of the proper relation
between the human and the divine, as well as his analysis of culture and
history. (For a more detailed and more accurate depiction of the implications
of deterministic theories and the free will controversies of the time see Lisa
T. Sarashon's Gassendi'sEthics: Freedom in a Mechanistic Universe [Ithac: Cor
nell University Press, 1996].) While she addresses humanity's monstrous
beginning described by the New Science, strangely Hanafi does almost
nothing with its monstrous end in barbaric rationality. Her discussion of
Hercules might have gained complexity, for example, by weaving in reference
to ancient sources such as the metopes of the Olympian temple to Zeus and
their relation to the pediment friezes depicting the Apollonian victory over
barbaric centaurs against a background of deceit, violence, and appeasement.
Hanafi's discussions of Aristotelian and scholastic thought also betray a lack
of study of De Anima, the Categoriae, and the Metaphysics and the later
metaphysics built upon them.
In thinking about this text (perhaps especially as a professor at
Transylvania), I have found myself at times inclined to say that it is itself a
monstrosity—a text resembling a scholarly work but so grotesquely distorted
as to call into question whether it is proper to classify it as such and to
wonder about thecircumstances of its generation. But the dominant emotion
this text engenders as I examine it is not horror, fear or fascination but.
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rather, exasperation. Furthermore, it seems to me, even monsters exhibit
more coherence than this.

Anne Barbeau Gardiner, Ancient Faith and Modern
Freedom in John Dryden's "The Hind and the Panther."
Washington: The Catholic University Press of Amer
ica, 1998. Pp. xii + 266. $69.95.
Reviewed by David Venturo, The College of New Jersey
By refusing to subscribe to the Whig interpretation of English history from
the Restoration to the Glorious Revolution, AnneBarbeau Gardiner's recent
book on John Dryden's most challenging poem. The Hind and the Panther
(1687), succeeds splendidly in shedding new light on the structure and
meaning of the poem while reconstructing the theological and political
disputes from which it arose. By focusing on the Roman Catholic struggle
for civil rights after 1660, especially after the passage of the Test Act of 1673,
rather than on the familiar Whig story of Stuart attempts to aggrandize
monarchical power at the expense of the rights of the English people,
Gardiner's book provides a fresh and controversial reevaluation of what
arguably may be Dryden's greatest original occasional poem.
The book, as the title suggests, is divided into two parts: the first
dealing with biblical and classical sources on which Dryden drew to give
meaning and structure to his poem; the second, with theological dis
putes—about transubstantiation and the Real Presence of Christ in the
Eucharist—and political debates—about freedom of worship and liberty of
conscience for religious minorities in England after the Restoration—that
underlie the polemical position of the poem.
According to Gardiner, by far the most important of Dryden's ancient
sources is the Old Testament Canticle of Canticles, also known as Song of
Songs. From early Christian times until about 1700, Canticles was Inter
preted by a long line of exegetes not as an erotic poem, but as an allegory, in
which a universal bride summons a national bride back into an inclusive
marriage with Christ. Dryden, Gardiner contends, relies on this allegory for
the plot of The Hind and the Panther, in which the Panther, symbolic of the
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Anglican Church, plays the role of the national church, and the Hind,
symbolic of the Roman Catholic Church, the role of the universal church.
In conformity with this allegorical reading of Canticles, Dryden's universal
church calls the national church into a union with the bridegroom Christ;
but, in contrast to the national bride in Canticles, Dryden's Panther rejects
the invitation of the Hind. Gardiner notes, however, that despite the
Panther's rejection, Dryden hints that she will be accorded future opportuni
ties of mystical union with the bridegroom. When she finally accepts, by
returning to the Roman Catholic fold, the Panther will assume the bridal role
as the "little sister" of Canticles. In historical terms, this return will
inaugurate England's rise to arbiter of world peace, much like Rome's rise
from its humble beginnings under Aeneas to its status as a great power under
Augustus Caesar.
This historical analogy takes us to Gardiner's other major ancient
source, Virgil's epic poem, the Aeneid. According to Gardiner, Dryden
establishes a parallel between his Hind and Virgil's Aeneas, which begins
with the two Virgilian epigraphs to his poem. The first epigraph, "Antiquam
exquirite matrem" (Seek your ancient mother) from book III of the Aeneid,
likens the Anglican English to Aeneas, who has been advised by Apollo to
return to Italy, the original land of his people. So, in Dryden's poem the
Panther and her children are advised to return to the Roman Catholic
Church, which, though it seems to be a foreign intruder, is in fact the
original English church. The second epigraph, "Et vera, incessu, patuit Dea"
(By her gait she was revealed a true goddess) from book I of the Aeneid,
emphasizes that the Hind is the true Church, which the Panther and her
children are encouraged to rejoin. Further references within Dryden's poem,
especially in Part III, to Aeneas's marriage to Lavinia, seem to prophesy that
an Anglican return to the Roman Catholic fold will culminate, despite some
initial turmoil, in an English age of Augustan peace and power.
Both of Gardiner's allegorical readings of The Hind and the Panther are
intelligently and convincingly presented. The seventeenth century, as Earl
Miner, William Madsen, Steven Zwicker, and others have noted, was a great
age of allegorical and analogical interpretation. At times, a somewhat
broader survey of sources would have been useful, but Gardiner's handling
of both biblical and classical material is patient, careful, and most impressive.
Her ability to elucidate the Baroque mode of art, in which animals are
vestigia of God's attributes rather than comically personified beasts, is
particularly distinguished. In the second part of the book, Gardiner focuses
on elements of the historical context out of which The Hind and the Panther
emerged. She explains that during the three-and-one-half years of James II's
reign, there was a public campaign by Roman Catholics, Protestant
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dissenters, and some Anglicans to repeal the Test Act of 1678, which
restricted government employment, military commissions, and university
degrees to Anglican communicants. According to the terms of the Test, one
was obliged to abjure any belief in transubstantiation and to renounce
Roman Catholicism as a form of idolatry. Having so sworn, one was then
obliged publicly to receive the Anglican communion while kneeling, a
practice abhorrent to many dissenters. Gardiner argues, quite persuasively,
that Dryden's poem was part of the effort to "take off the Test." Thus, the
monarchist Dryden of Whig historiography is transformed into an advocate
for civil rights, while his Whig opponents are cast in the unfamiliar role of
political oppressors. Although Gardiner may sometimes overstate the case
for the modernity of Dryden's positions on freedom of conscience and
freedom of worship, she insures that no one who reads her book will again
reflexively accept the Whig interpretation of the events of James ITs reign.
In her brilliant closing chapter, Gardiner demonstrates how the
theological debates of the 1660s, '70s, and '80s about the Real Presence of
Christ in the communion host illustrate the clash between the old Baroque
and the new Augustan modes of imagination. From the Baroque perspective,
with its ready acceptance of a miraculous universe, there is no reason why a
piece of bread cannot also mysteriously become the body of Christ. Indeed,
as Gardiner explains, the Anglican theologians Richard Hooker (1554-1600)
and Launcelot Andrewes (1555-1626) readily believed in the Real Presence,
albeit without doctrinal explanation. By the Restoration, however, the
Anglican Church had moved decisively toward the theological naturalism of
Ulrich Zwingli and his followers. Accordingly, for the Latitudinarian
hierarchy of the Restoration Church, communion bread was just that—bread— while the risen Christ remained physically distant from this world—seat
ed in heaven on the right hand of God the Father. As the Anglican Book of
Common Prayer of 1662 asserts, if Christ is bodily in heaven, how could he
simultaneously be in a piece of bread? Interestingly, the rejection of
metaphysics and embrace of naturalism are, according to Blanford Parker in
The Triumph of Augustan Poetics (1998), defining features of the Augustan
poetics that, after 1660, replaced the Baroque mode of imagination in
England.
In this fine book, Anne Barbeau Gardiner not only helps scholars
understand Dryden's The Hind and the Panther more fully and clearly than
ever before, but also significantly enriches our understanding of Restoration
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politics and theology. Like Phillip Harth's Contexts of Dryden's Thought
(1968) and Steven Zwicker's Dryden's Political Poetry (1972), Gardiner's book
breaks new ground in Dryden studies.

Paul Hammond, Dryden and the Traces of Classical
Rome. Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1999. Pp. x + 305.
$75.00.
Reviewed by David Bywaters, Northern Illinois Univer
sity
Impressed as I was with his work on the Longman edition of Dryden's
poems, I expected much from Paul Hammond's Dryden and the Traces of
Classical Rome. I was badly disappointed. In fairness to Hammond, I should
first confess to a bias other readers may not share. He uses "trace" in his title
not, as I had thought, in the common sense of "vestige," but in the technical
sense, invented by Jacques Derrida, of a non-existent retrospectively
constructed point of origin. And Hammond finds such traces all over
Dryden's poems, as well as many things that are "bracketed" and many other
things that are "placed under erasure." Now the merits of such analysis have
been examined at sleep-inducing length many times elsewhere, and this is
hardly the place to examine them again. I mean simply to give fair notice
that I do not myself like it. My objection is neither political (I share the
politics of most English professors), nor moral (I am not one of those who
think "theory" threatens an ethical uplift that might otherwise result from
the ingestion of Great Works); it is aesthetic. Poststructuralism has always
seemed to me affected, fussy, self-indulgent, monotonous, avoidably ugly. I
don't like the species, and therefore I don't like this individual member of it,
though it may be as perfect a specimen as any.
If you share this aesthetic bias, you will take little pleasure in Ham
mond's argument; moreover, if you are made intellectually uncomfortable
by conclusions that do not follow from the evidence presented to support
them, you will take little pleasure in the means by which he advances it. For
Hammond, we can tell Dryden believes that "a writer's relation to his origins
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must be problematic, and that the writer's own presence in his writing is
necessarily strange and imperfect" because in MacFlecknoe heattacks Shadwell
for bearing Flecknoe's "perfect image" (47). The line in "To the Memory of
Mr. Oldham," "Thus Nisus fell upon the slippery place," causes a "curious
displacement" because we first think Nisus is the dead Oldham but then
discover he is instead Dryden. "The poem itself stumbles as it makes this
association, and all we grasp is that Dryden acknowledges that he has
undergone some kind of death as a poet: he has made himself a ghost in his
own text. There is an aporia here, an unapproachable site which cannot be
represented directly but only made traceable through this fold in the text, the
doubling of the allusion to Nisus" (52). Achitophel calls David's brother
"Dauntless and Secure of Native Right." Marvell in his "Horatian Ode" had
referred to Charles I's "helpless Right." Hammond concludes: "the halfrhyme of 'helpless' and 'Dauntless' points up the lack of rhyme between the
circumstances of Charles I and his son James" (81). This is one (and not the
least plausible) of the many "intertextual echoes" Hammond finds of the
"Horatian Ode" in Absalom and Achitophel, which lead him to this general
conclusion: "As Marvell's poem about the breaking and rebuilding of the
national fabric is itself broken up and rebuilt into the fabric of Dryden's
verse, so that aporia in the nation's existence is drawn into a troubled and
troubling connection with the present. The 'Horatian Ode' is thus placed
under erasure—not effaced, but bracketed and marked as a text which is both
impossible and crucial." (83-84). Hammond's pages are filled with such
interpretive fantasies.
Just as annoying is Hammond's lack of clear purpose in constructing
these fantasies. According to the jacket copy, Hammond means to "argue the
case for Dryden as a thoughtful, humanistic poet." "Dryden used translation
from the Latin poets as a way of exploring new territory: in the public
sphere, to engage with empire and its loss, and in the private world, to
contemplate selfhood and its dissolution." This implies intention; it suggests
that Dryden is doing things—exploring, engaging, contemplating—with
language. The conclusion of the book provides another statement of general
purpose. The late seventeenth century, Hammond there confidently informs
us, underwent "revolutions...in the conceptual structure," whereby people
ceased to believe in the "necessary connection between the word and the
thing," in the divinity of monarchy, and in religion (two articles are cited to
support these sweeping claims). Dryden's poetry, Hammond asserts,
"actually engages rigorously, imaginatively, in detail, with these changes,
including within its fabric a deconstructivesolicitation of its own conceptual
structures, fashioning an inner dialogue." (285). Again, though it may not be
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entirely clear just what, Dryden is doing something with language, and
Hammond means to describe and admire it.
But through most of his book, what Hammond describes is not
something Dryden is doing with language, but something language is doing
to Dryden. Hammond compares the Hind's inviting the Panther into her
cell to Evander's inviting Aeneas into his home. God's dwelling with the
Catholic church is figured as Hercules's dwelling with Evander and Pan's
dwelling with the Hind. "In this passage Dryden is, unusually, presenting
Christianity as the rectification and fulfilment of classical mythology. This
is a place in and out of time, where the temporal receives the eternal.
Difference is elided as several classical stories coincide to sign the site where
the true church receives the true god." So far, it appears (despite the passive
voice) Dryden is in control, presenting Christianity in a certain way for a
certain purpose. But Hammond goes on, "Yet ironically diffh'ance plays
most awkwardly around the moment when the Hind claims her status as the
true church," because, it seems, Jesus never says, as the Hind does, she whom
ye seek am I. "It is a blatant misquotation," says Hammond. Moreover, in
Dryden's Aeneis, Aeneas says to Dido, "He whom you seek am I." "So,"
Hammond concludes, "the Hind's words, far from being privileged, are
caught in a chain of misquotation, easily transferred, it would seem, back into
the primal Roman story" (137-38). If, then, one accepts Hammond's
argument, Dryden is not in control; he is blundering; and if these blunders
are part of a thoughtful humanism, part of a rigorous engagement with
conceptual revolution, it's hard to see just how.
Perhaps we can see the inner workings of Hammond's book more
clearly in a later passage, where he quotes a line Dryden took from Sir John
Denham's translation of an episode in the Aeneid, and inserted, with
attribution, into his own, a line describing the murdered Priam as "A headless
Carcass, and a nameless thing." "Here," Hammond reflects, "Dryden
stumbles and finds himself momentarily displaced from the symbolic order
over which the name of the father presides, incapable of utterance" (239).
Hammond has himself stumbled into the argot not of Derrida but of Lacan
(who is nowhere cited) and in the process seems to have forgotten what he
has himself just told us, that Dryden's use of Denham's line was not
accidental, but purposeful. "But why choose Denham's words.'" Hammond
continues, "Felicitous though the line is, it gains an extra resonance from a
sentence in Denham's preface, where he remarks that unless the translator
adds some spirit of his own to the translation, he will be left with a 'Caput
mortuum—z. dead head." (239-40). Does Hammond mean to claim that
Dryden borrowed the line because he was struck by the coincidence between
the "dead head" of Denham's preface and the "lifeless carcass" of Denham's
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translation? Or is this a coincidence the text has perpetrated on Dryden
unawares? Or one that just happened to strike Hammond? What has this to
do with the local displacement from the symbolic order, or the general
engagement with conceptual revolution,or thoughtful humanism? What can
we imagine as holding all this together, aside from a desire on the one hand
to play with concepts (or use words and phrases) like "differance" and
"symbolic order" (no matter their origins or purpose), and on the other to
find abstruse intertextual coincidences (however irrelevant)?
In his last chapters, on Dryden's translations, Hammond often stops the
post-structuralist machine to make miscellaneous observationson where and
why Dryden diverges from his sources. This is well-trodden ground: most
of these observations, though sound, do not seem particularly new. Who
will be surprised to learn that Dryden uses Augustus and Aeneas to reflect
upon James11 and William III, and Virgil to reflect upon himself? Who has
not heard that Juvenal's Rome is now and again turned to resemble Dryden's
London?
For the most part, however, the book's argument is original, in so far
as the application of a few of Derrida's notions to a literary text can at this
point be called original; and again, I can evaluate it only from the perspective
of someone who dislikes the species to which it belongs. I freely confess my
ignorance of what makes one literary-critical application of the theories of
Derrida superior to another. To me they all look more or less the same, and
therefore the best I can do in reviewing this book is simply to tell the reader,
here's another one.
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John Evelyn, Elysium Britannicum, or The Royal Gar
dens, ed. John E. Ingram. Philadelphia: University of
Pennsylvania Press, 2001. Pp. vii+ 492, 86 illustra
tions, $69.95.
Reviewed by Paul Johnston, State University of New
York, Plattshurgh
John Evelyn is most familiar today as the author of his diary, which remains
in print nearly three hundred years after his death in 1706. This was not so
in the century after his death, however, when "Sylva" Evelyn was known
more for his books on man and the natural world, including Fumifugium: or
the Inconvenience oftheAerand Smoak of London dissipated, together with some
Remedies humbly proposed by John Evelyn to His Sacred Majestie and the
Parliament now Assembled (1661), Acetaria: A Discourse of Sallets (1699),
Kalendarium Hortense (1664), and Sylva: or a Discourse of Forest-Trees, and the
Propagation of Timber in his Majesties Dominions (1664). Behind these books
lurked another manuscript, on gardening, never successfully readied by
Eveyn for the printer. Now John Ingram, working with materials acquired
by the British Library in 1995, has transcribed for publication at least a
substantial portion of Evelyn's manuscript, emendations, and insertions.
Elysium Britannicum, or The Royal Gardens is a handsome, if unwieldy and
occasionally impenetrable, volume of great interest to historians—cultural,
intellectual, aesthetic—and perhaps even to gardeners and landscapers who
might wish to know, among other interesting bits of advice, how to place a
garden so as to produce the effect of an echo for those who tarry among its
trees, shrubs, and flowers. Scholarly apparatus is kept to a useful minimum
(introductions, notes, and acknowledgments comprise only thirty pages, with
the index adding another thirteen, of the total of 499 pages.) The bulk
consists of the manuscript itself and fourteen appendices consisting of
materials Evelyn intended for inclusion. Arranged at the bottom of each
page, however, are the hundreds of marginal notes, insertions, and emenda
tions added over the course of fifty years by Evelyn as he fussed with a
project he could never bring himself to complete, producing a text that looks
superficially like a text by Derrida.
The interest of these pages is twofold: they provide insight into just
how the gardens which so characterize not only England but much of
Europe in the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries were brought into being;
they also provide insight into the mind and sensibility of Evelyn and of the
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age which he to some degree represents. These—the garden and the
mind—are finally inseparable. Gardens are both natural and human,
produced by human knowledge and preferences acting on natural objects and
processes. Separate chapters deal with the materials and influences the
gardener works (Earth, Air, Water, Fire, the Sun and Moon, Climate, the
Seasons, Compost), the tools and methods he works with, and the flora and
effects he wishes to achieve. These last include not only terraces, fountains,
and borders, but also grottoes, waterfalls, pall malls, and the afore-mentioned
artificial echoes. Many of these require not only a great deal of knowledge
and ingenuity but extensive feats of engineering. Evelyn was one of the
founding spirits of the Royal Society, and throughout Elysium Britannicum
the force of emerging science is brought to bear on the natural world. At the
same time, much that now seems fanciful is presented as scientific knowledge,
such as an observation on the effect of the moon on vegetables that is
abruptly terminated by a tear in the paper.
But though some of Evelyn's projects would seemingly best be
approached with a bulldozer and a steam shovel, his goal is not the destruc
tion of nature, or even its mastery, but rather its enhancement. His Sylva,
originally intended as a part of Elysium Britannicum, is a protest against the
deforestation of England that occurred during the civil war, together with
steps that might be taken to restore the forests. The Discourse of Sallets
advocates for a healthier diet of greens and vegetables. Fumifugium not only
descries the air pollution that was enveloping London, it advocates for the
planting of sweet-smelling trees to address the problem, anticipating both
Earth Day and Arbor Day. This last work prompted at least one scientist in
the late twentieth century to call Evelyn the patron saint of workers in the
field of air pollution.
Yet it is difficult to imagine many environmentalists, at least many
American environmentalists, finding in Evelyn's Elysium Britannicum
evidence of a kindred sensibility. American environmentalism is too
Puritanical. One of the striking features of Evelyn's sensibility is its mixture
of Christianity and the paganism of the classical world. Grottoes for nymphs
to inhabit, at least fancifully, are recommended, as are statuary of the ancient
nature deities and other mythical beings—Flora, Faunus, Vesta, sirens and
naiads. Echo and Narcissus, Pan, even Priapus. Such images and presences
are indicative of Evelyn's Anglicanism and royalism, sustained even in the
midst of the Puritan interregnum, and they are foreign to an American
nature sensibility that descends from the Puritans of New England, who
conceived of nature rather as a wilderness than as a place of localized
divinities. The Puritans in America cut down the maypole of Thomas
Morton, a rascal to be sure but an Anglican as well, and in doing so banished
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from America the sensibility that is evident everywhere in Elysium Britannicum. Evelyn presents an intimacy with nature that modern environmentalism
tends to reject as violation. For Evelyn, science can work with nature for
the enhancement of nature and for the enhancement of our own innocent
pleasure, as well as against it for its destruction. Science can coexist with
pantheism and both can coexist with Christian feeling. And pleasure can
coexist with all.
It is the fashion now to speak of figures such as Evelyn, and even
Shakespeare or Spenser, as Early Modern, but to a large extent we flatter
ourselves unjustifiably in doing so. Elysium Britannicum displays an
integration of elements that have, in the modern world, become fragmented
and oppositional, particularly in American society, that most modern of
societies. The editor of the present edition envisages a future time when a
differently edited version will be produced. Whether a more readable version
of the hodgepodge of Elysium Britannicum can ever be produced remains to
be seen; even if one is, it's unlikely that the American environmentalist,
intent on continually rediscovering Walden, will be much interested in the
kinds of integration it presents. In the meantime, scholars and the curious
can now visit these pages without the necessity of travel to the British
Library. The volume is admirably produced, with margins that invite
annotation and with illustrations from Evelyn's original manuscript
reproduced throughout, including his design for a Phonotactique Cylinder,
a kind of player piano to be driven by flowing water, and the music he wrote
for it.

John A. Vance, William Wycherley and the Comedy of
Fear. Newark; University of Delaware Press, 2000. Pp.
259. $43.50.
Reviewed by Irene Beesemyer, UCLA
In a refreshing change from jargon-riddled, abstrusely theoretical texts, John
A. Vance's William Wycherley and the Comedy of Fear provides a lucid,
concrete exploration of the human behavior foregrounded in Wycherley's
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four plays. Not only does Vance circumvent obfuscation, he challenges
canonical interpretations of Wycherley as satirist and scathing social critic.
Vance's Wycherley emerges as an impassive scientist, probing, dissecting, and
studying the emotions and motivations of Restoration men and women.
Rather than reading Wycherley's characters as transparent representations or
social prototypes, Vance subjects themto the rigorous psychological analysis
usually reserved for complexly internalized fictional representations. The
problems that Wycherley's characters face, Vance argues, are the universal
problems that beset seventeenth-century people struggling for security in a
fast-changing world. And Wycherley points out the "rugged and nasty"
realities of that world (13). Instead of solutions or resolutions, however,
Wycherley's clinical expose offers the reader participation in the analytical
process, to "think, question, and doubt as we consider the vastly fascinating
aspects of human nature" (184).
Adhering to the publication chronology of Wycherley's plays, Vance
begins with a meticulous close reading of Love in a Wood, or, St. James's Park
and introduces the labyrinth metaphor that structures the four comedies.
Human interactions, he posits, resemble a maze with no easy access or egress,
generated and controlled by fear. And rather than societal standards, four
motifs drive the characters round and round this labyrinth of action and
reaction: disintegrative male relationships, a terror of disgrace, evasion of
reality, and "the need for indirection" (17). Love in a Wood becomes the
opening segment of a quadripartite saga of psychological examination,
scrutinizing the frenzied rites of courtship that parallel the congested social
terrain. Or, in Vance's words, "Dionysian agitation" (26) where St. James's
Park becomes the hunting ground of powerful females with males the hunted
sex (24,22). In this first play, Wycherley addresses the insecurities that fuel
male "apprehensions and dread" (12): men's anxiety over "vigorous female
sexuality" that threatens to dispossess them of their "female property" (19);
and, their equal preoccupation with other predatory males trolling for
weakness who might loosen their tenuous grip on power. Impotence
terrorizes. Wycherley's women, on the other hand, discover the dangers of
transgressing their feminine nature; concomitantly, they realize their power
in dark places of enclosure as well as in language as "a medium of protection"
(24). Both male and female characters, however, share the trepidation of
discovery and the dangers of revealing the self, "being found out, scruti
nized...[and] rendered less powerful" (25). Love in a Wood penetrates the
labyrinth of human relationships, laying open the struggles "prompted by the
need for and preoccupation with power and sexual gratification"; it
demonstrates "how fears and anxieties are reflected and then worked out
often with unsatisfactory results" (47).
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In a pared-down version oi Love in a Wood, The Gentleman DancingMaster continues Wycherley's dissection of general human nature. Condens
ing ritualized frenzy into smaller confines, this play focuses on volatility and
fear instantiated in the sexualized trope of the dancing master. Vance
maintains his relentless examination of the text, exposing the "voyeuristic
motif" (51) as well as strong relationships within the female sphere and
fragmenting hostility within the male. At variance with Eve Sedgwick's
theory of homosocial bonding, Vance cites line after line of masculine
aggression that refutes any notion of brotherhood. Concepts of masculinity
are fragile in Wycherley's world—men take out their fears on other males
(175).
Moving from courtship to the married phase of social intercourse. The
Country Wife gives more scope to female anxieties than does either of its
predecessors. While the male characters reaffirm the crippling fear of
impotence in their assaults on each other limning the "internecine nature of
masculine relationships" (87), the women articulate a paralyzing dread of
what Vance calls "perpetual incarceration" (81). This manifests itself in
Margery's desire for a free hand in London, the Fidget tribe's demand for
sexual privilege, and Alithea's stubborn insistence on marrying a weak man
to ensure her subsequent autonomy. In his analysis of Alithea, Vance again
displays his proclivity for alternate readings that so enhance this book.
Bypassing popular notions of the Alithea-Harcourt relationship as Wycher
ley's ideal union of head and heart, Vance interprets Alithea's motives as
Machiavellian, impelled by fear and insecurity; rather than "honor," her
driving force to marry Sparkish lies in her perception of his weakness. In
their off-balance relationship, this weakness guarantees Alithea an autono
mous future.
In Wycherley's final play, Vance interprets the open cynicism of The
Plain-Dealer as society's natural response to fears run amok. And he finds a
measure of resolution. Again, challenging a scholarly consensus that targets
this play as socially condemnatory, Vance argues that "Wycherley...leaves us
with an uplifting conclusion—that faithfulness and sincerity are possible,
though they must always be temporary, occasionally msincere, and
anachronistic" (130). Vance locates this move from cynicism to acceptance
in Freeman, a character he extols as Wycherley's ideal character out of the
four plays. For Freeman is free of fear. He cultivates a healthy reality and,
in accommodating himself to the world as it is, he eschews the "violence,
anger, distrust, and blithe optimism" that serve the fear-driven males as
defense mechanisms against the chaos of a labyrinthine society (133).
Carefully charting this proposal through scene after scene of the play, Vance
concludes that Wycherley finds a modicum of order not in a larger social
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overhaul, but in the willingness of one man or one woman to accept the
world as it is, allow for "what is inevitable," and muddle along as best he or
she can given the unchanging realities of human nature (174).
Combining brilliant analysis with close readings, William Wycherley and
the Comedy of Fear makes a persuasive case for serious psychoanalytical study
of these Restoration comedies. Although Vance relies but little on either
supportive or contradictory criticism to shape his arguments in the body of
the text, his copious endnotes suggest the extent to which he has informed
himself on the subject. His conversant, often wry style creates a consonancy
with Wycherley's dashing prose, producing a critically intriguing text written
with a flourish.

Ronald Paulson, Don Quixote in England, Baltimore:
Johns Hopkins University Press, 1998. Pp. xx + 242.
$39.00.
Reviewed by Kevin Cope, Louisiana State University
Whether setting the stage for bombastic musicals like Man of La Mancha or
underwriting such comical productions as the cartoon series Quickdraw
McGraw, Cervantes's Don Quixote and its characters are defined by mobility.
The would-be knight-errant who stars in Cervantes's send-up of chivalry is
always on the move, whether from town to town or from adventure to
adventure. In Don Quixote in England, however, Ronald Paulson attempts
to stabilize the sallying squire, to put him in England and to pin down his
influence in this or that context. The result is a study that is scholarly and
informative but that is also somewhat underconceptualized. Paulson offers
an array of well-supported and highly instructive impressions about English
Cervantism but does not quite provide the culminating overview of the
subject that one might expect at the climax of a scholarly life that has been
much concerned with the Quixotic.
The strongest strains in Paulson's study sound near its beginning.
Paulson sets up an epic scenario in which Protestant, empiricist Britain
provides a new, different, and better medium for the growth of Quixotism
than do the Catholic, absolutist regimes of France and Spain (xi). According
to Paulson, the contrast of experience against imagination that animates the
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satire as well as the pathos of Don Quixote is well adapted to a post-Lockean
Britain, a Britain fascinated with both objective observation and personal
psychology (xiii). So broad and yet so reasonable approach as Paulson
proposes should have allowed for a look at Quixotic elements in a wide range
of eighteenth-century media, from the satiric-descriptive poetry of John
Gay's to the tenderized later novels of Tobias Smollett. Instead, Paulson
closes down his options, quickly explaining that he intends to show how
Joseph Addison, admittedly an important but by no means the only
commentator on aesthetics, began "aestheticizing satire and satiric laughter
before he could aestheticize the objects of satire" (xiii). There can be little
doubt that Addison did what Paulson says, but this activity was by no means
limited to the genial journalist. This persistent problem, the awkward
mixture of synoptic expansiveness with undue narrowing of focus, manifests
itself in Paulson's definition of his four major study areas: the madness of
imagination, the cruelty of the laughter of ridicule, the problematizing of the
beautiful, and the extension of madness in the face of empirical reason into
religious doctrine (xiii). Paulson does a great service by re-opening some of
these undervalued areas of critical discussion, but at the same time he
disproportionately directs attention to the nastiest and least pleasant aspects
of them; to cruelty, problems, and insanity. This is too bad, for Paulson has
frequently shown himself an able connoisseur of all the beauties. Sometimes
it seems as if Paulson is answering the demands of a copyeditor to make his
ideas seem more tough and trendy. For no visible reason at all, he declares
that aesthetics is a rhetoric and that "a rhetoric is determined by politics and
ideology" (xvii), a phrase and an idea that recurs nowhere other than at the
crescendo of his introduction, where it is most likely to appease New
Historicists.
What Paulson is really offering is a study not of Don Quixote in
England, but of Don Quixote in Addison, Hogarth, and a few other favored
authors. No matter on what topic Paulson's chapters start out and no matter
what other persons come and go in the course of a given discussion, these
favored few figures quickly make their way into the scene, like John Wayne
or Audie Murphy emerging from among the battalions in a war movie. As
study examples in support of Paulson's thesis, Addison, Hogarth, and
company are unparalleled. Unfortunately, the chatty urban style and topical
tendencies of these figures tempt Paulson to seek after detail more often than
after understanding and to give a skewed picture of the inventory of the
Cervantians in eighteenth-century culture.
Paulson's chapters are organized by themes—"Imagination and Satire,"
"Chivalry and Burlesque"—that may or may not fit together in a complete
conceptual scheme but that ultimately do provide a pleasantly kaleidoscopic
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rendering of the Cervantic presence. Chapter One, on "Imagination and
Satire," lays out the groundwork for the book, arguing that Addison and a
few others were attempting to deal with satiric laughter as an aesthetic rather
than moral or physiological phenomenon (14-15). Paulson compares
harmless laughter at incongruity with laughter that ends in pain (20) and
reflects on how ridicule became a socially acceptable genre, with special
reference to Shaftesbury as well as to Addison (24). The opening chapter
leaves its reader a bit frustrated: on the one hand, Paulson's insights are
accurate to the point of being altogether probative, yet his invocation of the
most readily available critical cliches—Thomas Hobbes on the imagination
as decaying sense, the coarseness of Swift's satire on the .i^olists, Hudibras
and the satire of knight errantry—sets a tone that barely rises above the style
of introductory literary anthologies. Why a scholar of Paulson's standing
and erudition should try to do so much with so little is nothing short of
baffling.
Chapter two, on "Chivalry and Burlesque," opens with one of the more
creative theories advanced in this book: that the commonplace eighteenthcentury notion that Cervantes had travestied Spanish chivalry encouraged
British readers to adopt Don Quixote as a manifesto of emergent English
nationalism (34). While expounding this theory, Paulson trkcks the
trajectory of female novelists such as Aphra Behn and Eliza Haywood who
adapted this newly nationalistic Quixote to eighteenth-century female roles,
including that of daydreaming domestic reader of romantic novels (58 ff.).
Unfortunately, Addison and Hogarth once again so dominate the chapter
that these excellent arguments tend to fade into the background of the
coffeehouse and street scenes sketched by these two observers of urban life.
Chapter three, "Wit and Humor," is surely the most successful segment when
it comes to dismounting from hobbyhorses. Here Paulson gets away from
Hogarth and Addison as he exposes a wide array of writers—Fielding,
Cowley, Gray, Collins, Dryden, and even Davenant—to his analysis of the
relation between sympathy and comedy or ridicule (as in the case of
Fielding's character Parson Adams, who combines absurdity and lovability).
This chapter has wide implications for a variety of scholarly pursuits,
including pedagogy, for it alerts teachers to the difficulty that students are
likely to encounter when deciding how to respond—affectionately or
judgmentally—to Don Quixote or to his many incarnations in English fiction
Paulson's project takes another organizational turn beginning with
chapter four, where disciplines and phenomena—"aesthetics," "religion," "the
female subject"—replace literary modes and genres as the foci of analysis.
Chapters Four and Five, on aesthetics and religion, provide abundant stores
of information and detailed close readings, but they fall short conceptually.
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Paulson seems to confuse the details of ecclesiastical satire or individual acts
of aesthetic judgment with religion or with the beautiful themselves. Thus,
we have a long and very entertaining discussion of acuity versus accuracy in
taste with respect to the comic pretensions of Sancho Panza (88), but we get
no sense for the post-Petrarchan critique, satire, or appreciation of the
seriocomic quest for beauty that attains so sublimely sardonic a form in
Cervantes and in such British imitators as Tobias Smollett; thus, we learn a
great deal from Paulson's fine comments about Addison's displacement of the
Puritan pilgrimage motif with the Epictetian theater-of-life topos, but we get
no sense that Paulson appreciates or even notices the tension between
Catholicism, Anglicanism, and secularism that ripples through the pages of
Don Quixote or that enlivens Fielding's account of Thwackum and Square in
Tom Jones. Strictly, there is nothing wrong with Paulson's discussion of
topics such as anti-clericalism in post-Cervantian English prose (131-143), yet
readers come away from these passages not altogether persuaded that Paulson
is a sympathetic reader of religiously tinctured satire. The same is true
overall with respect to the concluding chapter on female subjects in Quixotic
English writing, from which we emerge informed but only somewhat moved
or inspired.
Undergraduate students are fond of asking teachers for the opportunity
to do re-writes of their first efforts at scholarly essays. Such an opportunity
should be extended to Ronald Paulson, who has offered up a provocative,
scholarly, handsome, and highly suggestive book, but who seems to have
rushed the process of developing a feeling for his topic. Paulson's is a
foundational book, but without supplementation and enhancement it is
likely to remain a less rather than more visible support for a future temple of
Cervantes studies. Paulson has identified, defined, and explicated the basic
Quixotic texts from the English Enlightenment; it is to be hoped that, in his
next project, he will offer a fuller, richer discussion of what Quixotism is,
and what it is to more authors and engravers. To paraphrase circus magnate
P. T. Barnum, this is a book that leaves its readers wanting more.
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Elizabeth Rose Wingrove, Rousseau's Republican
Romance. Princeton: Princeton University Press, 2000.
Pp. xiii + 255. $60 cloth; $19.95 paper.
Reviewed by Gita May, Columbia University
In Rousseau's Republican Romance, Elizabeth Wingrove offers a challenging,
and at times provocative interpretation of Rousseau's thought by combining
in her analysis his major political writings and his famous nove\, Julie, ou La
Nouvelle Heloise, in light of feminist theory. What has come to be known as
Rousseau's sexual politics, his complex and ambivalent ideological, autobio
graphical, and fictional treatment of women presents something of a paradox
and has been the subject of heated discussion and debate since the emergence
of feminist studies. On the one hand, we know that the notion of participa
tory democracy and of a self-ruling citizenry is at the heart of his political
doctrine. But on the other, what we would today consider as distinctly
paternalistic and misogynous features seem to pervade Rousseau's thinking
on the role of women in the home, in society, and in public affairs.
In Book V of Emile anatomy is destiny, and Rousseau confines women
to the private sphere of marriage and motherhood, sternly rebukes contem
porary women with intellectual and literary ambitions, the salonnieres and
Bluestockings of his day whose influence he views as pernicious, and indeed
denounces French society and culture as too effeminate. Yet he evinces a
strong and genuine sympathy for the difficult condition of women in Julie,
ou la Nouvelle Heloise and in his Confessions, which helps to understand the
fervor with which most of his female readers at the turn of the eighteenth
century and beyond have responded to his writings.
What Elizabeth Wingrove calls "the republican romance" is a thoughtprovoking attempt to reassess Rousseau's concept of the individual and the
citizen in relationships of "consensual nonconsensuality, meaning the
condition in which one wills the circumstances of one's own domination"
(5). Political and sexual experience, according to Wingrove, is closely
interrelated under the rule of law. Moral education, as is the case of Emile,
must be structured on the basis of this concomitant articulation of a sexual
and social order. Sexual identity, therefore, is at the core of Rousseau's
educational project.
In this context Rousseau's republicanism is examined as the proper
performance of masculinity and femininity. Gender differences matter, for
they are not merely social constructs but derive naturally from physical
sexual distinctions that entail far-reaching moral and political consequences
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and that cannot be disregarded. True republicanism and republican virtue
thrive on acknowledging humans as sexual creatures, as males and females,
not in order to differentiate between them as those who rule and those who
submit, but rather in order to differentiate their respective and complemen
tary spheres of activity and influence.
In her analysis, Wingrove insightfully draws from Rousseau's political
and literary writings and focuses on the Letter to d'Alembert as a key text with
far-reaching social and political implications well beyond the debate on the
theater. Theatricality is, after all, part and parcel of Rousseau's republic as
both spectacle and performance. In a monarchy "the play's the thing" by
offering a pleasingly appealing and flattering reflection of a nation's manners
and mores and by cleverly tapping into the basic human emotion of pity,
which derives from our self-interest and self-love. While tragedy exploits our
sensibilite by devoting itself too exclusively to passion and romance, comedy
cynically ridicules human relations by mercilessly caricaturing fathers and
husbands and by scoffing at virtuous and sincere characters, as Moliere does
so masterfully in his Misanthrope. The theater further corrupts a nation's
morals by blurring sexual roles and by imperiling women's natural modesty,
chasteness, and pudeurthrough the nefarious influence of the publicity-driven
lifestyle of the actress.
Rousseau's Republican Romance makes a significant contribution to
Rousseau scholarship, as well as to both political and feminist theory, and
richly rewards a careful, thoughtful reading.

Lawrence Lipking, Samuel Johnson: The Life of an
Author. Cambridge: Harvard University Press, 1998.
Pp. vii -f 372. $36.95 cloth; $16.95 paper.
Reviewed by Steven D. Scherwatzky, Merrimack College
Lawrence Lipking's Samuel Johnson: The Life of an Author defines itself as a
biography with a difference. Rather than tell the story of Johnson's life,
Lipking allows Johnson's writings to tell their own story. He mostly avoids
what James Boswell, Sir John Hawkins, or Mrs. Thrale have had to say about
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Johnson, though they receive attention when helpful, and focuses instead on
what Johnson has to say for himself. Lipking submits that to know or to
understand an author (and he demonstrates awareness of the epistemological
and hermeneutical dilemmas involved in both writing and reading) implies
intimate familiarity with the writings. But sadly, Lipking tells us, many
readers interested in Johnson lack this familiarity, as "reading Johnson
continues to be less popular than reading about him" (2). That said, one
might wonder: why not put Lipking down and pick Johnson up.' To do so,
however, would be to miss a learned reading of Johnson that might remind
specialists of details they forgot they knew and offer newcomers a welcome
introductory lesson.
Lipking argues that ambivalence about the idea of authorship pervades
Johnson's writings, and he quotes Johnson's remark "If I were to form an
adage of misery, or fix the lowest point to which humanity could fall, I
should be tempted to name the life of an author" (156). "Tempted," I might
add, becomes the key word here: Johnson doesn't go so far as to proclaim
authorship to be categorically as bad as he might sometimes suggest. Yet
Lipking correctly traces the pain that Johnson associated with what became
his profession Qohnson always thought he would have preferred to be a
lawyer) and Lipking's fine chapter on the Rambler focuses on the many
references to this pain. Much of Johnson's struggle, as Lipking sees it,
derives from his conflicted sense of himself as a hack mostly involved in
"modern" publishing schemes (magazines, editions, a dictionary) who would
prefer to write as a scholar and poet in the "ancient" tradition.
While for the most part Lipking follows a roughly chronological
pattern, he begins with a lengthy chapter on Johnson's famous letter to
Chesterfield (1755). This letter has become something of a touchstone in
Johnson studies, most recently in Alvin Kernan's Samuel Johnson and the
Impact of Print (1987), as a declaration of independence from the control that
patrons wielded over publishing. But Lipking offers a more nuanced
account, one that eschews speculation about motives and grand statements
about a sea change in author/patron relations (he notes that while these
relations had already changed by 1755 they did not dissuade Johnson from
accepting the patronage of a government pension in 1762). His analysis
explores the letter's mix of pride and modesty, especially its adroit handling
of the roles that both Johnson and Chesterfield might be expected to play.
For Lipking the letter marks the point where "the humble servant and rising
hero are one" (32).
Lipking devotes each of the following chapters to one or more of
Johnson's major texts, from London (1738) to the Lives of the Poets (1779-81).
He addresses chiefly the way in which Johnson observes human hopes and
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their disappointment, the vanity of human wishes. Life of Savage appears as
an allegory of the ups and downs of an author's life, the Dictionary as an
unparalleled achievement and an exercise in futility, Rasselas as a study in the
contrast between the convictions of the human mind and the unpredictability
of human quests, the Journey to the Western Islands of Scotland as a meditation
on hope for the future as much as a lament for the past, and the Lives of the
Poets as a final inquiry into "the hopes and vanities of an author's career"
(265)—Johnson's own as well as that of his ostensible subjects.
These conclusions will sound commonplace to Johnson scholars. But
Lipking does not set out to offer a radical reinterpretation of Johnson's
writings, choosing instead to provide an attentive and detailed reading of
Johnson that does justice to the dialectical nature of his texts. His approach
avoids the polemics of Johnson scholarship he knows so well, having been
aparticipant in the often acrimonious debates of the past decade on Johnson's
politics. Lipking pays scant attention to Johnson's political writings in the
book, devoting only a few pages to them. He ignores entirely Johnson's
political essays written for the Literary Magazine (1756), an unfortunate
omission as scholars typically place "An Introduction to the Political State of
Great Britain" among Johnson's finest writings in the genre and the essay
clearly fits the pattern of frustrated hopes. Other omissions also occur. Of
Johnson's many sermons, only Sermon 24 receives passing mention. One
could argue that Johnson wrote the sermons but intended that someone else
deliver them, but they represent public statements nonetheless and bear a
closer connection with Johnson's occasional writing—and moral con
cerns—than Lipking allows.
But this might be to quibble. Lipking demonstrates a lifetime of
learning without nods to faddishness or contrived ingenuity. But is it a
biography with a difference? Similar introductory books exist, from Paul
Fussell's Samuel Johnson and the Life of Writing (1971) to Robert DeMaria's
The Life of Samuel Johnson (1993). For those who seek a startlingly
revisionist approach to Johnson, Lipking will disappoint. For those who
seek a thoughtful and balanced place to start, Lipking will satisfy. And as
Lipking would likely agree, so do the writings of Samuel Johnson.
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Ann Messenger, Woman and Poet in the Eighteenth
Century: The Life of Mary Whateley Darwall (17381825). New York: AMS Press, 1999. Pp. xii + 273.
$59.50 cloth.
Reviewed by Melissa W. Roth, Auburn University
Ann Messenger opens Woman and Poet in the Eighteenth Century: The Life of
Mary Whateley Darwall with the question "why read—indeed, why write—a
book about a nearly forgotten poet of the eighteenth century who had only
a minor talent and no particular historical or other importance?" Where is
the interest in the "shrinking violet" wife of a struggling country vicar who
managed her bustling household of eleven children and produced only two
books and a smattering of miscellaneous poetry in the almost ninety years
of her life? The interest, as Messenger shows in her careful presentation of the
woman and poet, lies in the very ordinary nature of Mary Darwall's life, and
in the way that she integrated the role of life-long poet into her other,
dominant, roles of wife and mother. Throughout the book, the quiet
complexity of Darwall's life shines through. She was, in her youth, the
friend and student of the pastoral gentleman poet William Shenstone, whose
work was to influence hers for the rest of her life; as a young woman, she
carried on a lively verse correspondence in the Gentleman's Magazine as
"Harriot Airy," and produced her first book of poetry under Shenstone's
guiding hand. After her marriage to the Rev. John Darwall, a recently
widowed curate with five young children and with whom she produced six
more, her publication, although not her writing, ceased for nearly three
decades; it was not until her nomadic old age that she again appeared on the
literary scene. Messenger shows, however, how the poet's life and work were
constantly intertwined, and her skillful integration of Darwall's own poetry,
with its careful notice of the events of daily life in the Walsall vicarage,
provides a wonderful framework within which to build the picture of a life.
The book not only provides a picture of Darwall the woman, but through
its presentation of the mutual influences of her life and art examines her
development as a poet.
One of the greatest delights of the book is its heavy sampling of
Darwall's poetry. Messenger weaves the poems in among the biographical
stories, using Darwall's verse, much of which bears the pastoral influence of
Shenstone, to fill in what she freely owns are gaps in the historical record.
Darwall's even, pleasant verse, principally centered on home and family.
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provides the reader a depth of insight into the mind of the woman that the
straight recitation of biographical facts never could have. Messenger
contextualizes the poetry well, choosing verses inspired by the events of
Darwall's life, and explicating them in terms of their relationship to events
that were their genesis. The section treating Darwall's married life in Walsall
is especially full of the ties between her life and work. These decades were
a time when she published virtually nothing, and indeed, most of the
historical facts that remain about these years provide only indirect informa
tion about Darwall herself. Poems such as "On the Author's Husband
Desiring her to Write Some Verses," however, allow the reader to look past
the scanty details of Darwall's life into the substance of her thoughts and
interests. The poem shows the faces of poet, wife, and mother, moving from
an appeal to the Muses to "aid me to explore/ the shadowy grots...Where ye
your tuneful influence shed," to praise of the "blest state" of marriage to the
poet's final thoughts "—^But hark!—my darling infant cries,/ And each poetic
fancy flies." Though the body of critical work that exists on Darwall's
poetry is scant indeed. Messenger's biography provides an excellent analysis
of her work in the context of her life.
This is an unusual biography in many ways, and the picture of Mary
Whateley Darwall that emerges is heavily influenced by the presence of her
biographer. Messenger experiences the pitfalls that exist for anyone trying
to document the life of an eighteenth-century woman—lack of historical
evidence, the fact that most evidence of a woman's life must be inferred
through the public documentation of the men in her life, and Darwall's own
retiring, sometimes deprecating persona—and meets them with unusual
narrative techniques that fill in the hazy detail. The voice of the biographer
is a heavy presence in the book, from her "fanciful" imaginings of the baby
Mary's christening to Messenger's speculations about Darwall's correspon
dence as a young woman with other contributors to the Gentleman's
Magazine to her contemplations on Darwall's final, nomadic years. The most
unusual technique, however, is Messenger's invention of a fictitious
character, "Sylvia" based on a reference made in one of Darwall's poems,
whose story is told through a diary written by Messenger herself. Messenger
freely categorizes this technique as "unorthodox" noting that it is designed
to "bring the reader closer to the life of an eighteenth-century family"—to
capture the "flavor of her life." Messenger draws on an assortment of
historical facts, which she excerpts from their true chronology to create a
speculative picture of the Darwall household in 1776. The section is
somewhat problematic in terms of its distinctions between the real and the
imagined, as only a handful of the events mentioned are based on known
facts, leaving the reader with the impression that much of the chapter could
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be entirely fictitious. However, the voice of "Sylvia,"—the thinly concealed
voice of Messenger herself—does provide interesting insights into Darwall's
character. This technique, which is becoming more commonplace in
scholarly biography (see Paula Backscheider, Reflections on Biography,
Oxford: Oxford University Press, 1999,163-81) allows the reader insight into
the psychology of the subject, and, there are times when these insights are
keenly telling.
Despite weak moments, the book is overall well-done, and adds much
to the growing body of work on eighteenth-century women poets. The
book lives up to the expectations Messenger sets for herself—to present a
living image of a woman, detailing her life and work and their mutual
influences on one another.

Nicholas Boyle, Goethe. The Poet and the Age. Volume
IP. Revolution and Renunciation, 1790-1803. Oxford:
Clarendon Press, 2000. Pp. xiv + 949. $45.00.
Reviewed by Edward T. Larkin, University of New
Hampshire
In July 1797, as Goethe was contemplating a return trip to Italy, a locus of
human perfection for him even if it was under siege by the French, the fortyseven-old author burned approximately 1000 letters, all of his correspondence
up to 1792. Nicholas Boyle observes: "Perhaps—the biographer can only
guess—he [Goethe] had already resolved to have no biographer but him
self."(515) The destruction of the letters says as much about Boyle as about
the poet. Of Goethe we learn that he may have wanted to manage his own
legacy; of Boyle we observe that he judiciously moves from evidence to
conclusion. In this second volume of his biography of Goethe, Boyle
admirably weaves together the principal threads that make up the poet's life
from 1790-1803: the struggle to find an appropriate aesthetic; the difficulties
in grounding his science; hisextensive and problematic administrative service
to Duke Carl August; his complex reception of larger historical concerns,e.g.
the French Revolution;his attitude toward contemporary thinkers, e.g. Kant,
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Fichte, Schelling, et al.; his involved collaboration with Friedrich Schiller;
and most importantly, "perhaps," his affection for Christiane Vulpius, the
woman who came to be his lover, the mother of his children, and eventually
in 1806 his wife. Boyle is particularly strong in the discussions of philosophi
cal, theological, historical, and literary concerns. Treating only fourteen
years of Goethe's long life (1749-1832), the years of Goethe's transformation
from his "open detachment" (784) vis-a-vis the Weimar court to his hope that
the middle class may best preserve a humane ideal, Boyle rarely needs to
"guess," as he deftly recounts the middle years of Goethe's life. Written more
for an educated public than for the academic community, this highly learned
and exquisitely written account of over 900 pages includes notes, bibliogra
phy and index.
Boyle begins his chronicle with an extensive review of the events of the
French Revolution observing broadly that the German states had little need
for revolution since the enlightened policies in Prussia and Austria had
already loosened the more restrictive social bonds. Speaking of a "quiet
transformation of Germany" (27), Boyle sees Wilhelm von Humboldt's
"Girondism," his limitation of the state's power and emphasis of individual
liberty for the purpose of private "Bildung," as different from the interests of
the Revolution. Contrary to many who have argued that Goethe simply
dismissed the Revolution as unnatural and aberrant, Boyle contends that
Goethe, a liberal who was loyal to the empire, had indeed sympathy for the
ideals espoused by the revolutionaries and especially for the fate of its
victims, e.g. Georg Foster, Lili Schonemann, but not for the revolution per
se. Following his discussion of the diverse reception of the Revolution in the
German states, Boyle next turns to the real revolutionary in Germany: Kant.
Kant's "critical" thought, the first system of freedom, proposes that the
nature of our thinking apparatus determines how we order and know things,
such that one must distinguish the things-in-themselves from the perception
of things. It is within the framework of these two revolutions that Boyle
discusses Goethe's development ("a revolution for me too") as writer and as
thinker: an acceptance of the useful division of the real from the Ideal and an
embrace of a necessary renunciation where the Ideal cannot be realized
within a particular set of historical circumstances (hence the subtitle of the
book Revolution and Renunciation).
Goethe's return from Italy in 1788 to courtly Weimar was at best
problematic. Upon his original arrival to the duchy in 1775, he submitted
himself to the tutelage of Frau von Stein; she and the court were his anistic
audience. But Italy altered his perception of himself, and Goethe sought an
identity that did justice both to his bourgeois roots and to his courtly
position. That he soon became involved with Christiane Vulpius, a working
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girl from an impoverished household, distanced him further from the courtly
way of life, as did the birth of his son August who was only legitimated in
1801. While Goethe decorated his house on the Frauenplan according to
bourgeois taste, he continued to move in courtly circles attending the Friday
Club at the Wittumspalais and fulfilling administrative obligations for Duke
Carl August. Artistically, Goethe gradually recognized the need for a new
attitude toward the public, one that might recapture the old connection he
had established with Werther (1774), and he even sold some poems for the
first time. The new aesthetic was nurtured through the author's reception of
Kantian subjectivity and the collaboration with Schiller on the Horae, a
journal for the middle classes which opposed the bourgeois sentimentalism
of Kotzebue and Lafontaine. Despite the eventual failure of the journal,
which was based on the false premise that the Imperial courts could be the
focus of a national culture, Goethe became once again a productive writer.
Wilhelm Meisters Lehrjahre was revised such that Wilhelm, a bourgeois in an
aristocratic world, learns to live the Kantian "as if", that is, as if nature and
history contained a secret plan for humanity. Goethe's Unterhaltungen
deutscher Ausgewanderter suggested that all true moral development takes
place not in the empirical world but in the noumenal world, in an unobservable self. Goethe, according to Boyle, became a master at hiding the real
meaning of his works, just as the regulative, paradoxical Kantian ideal
remains hidden. Although Goethe gained much from his association with
Schiller, Boyle forcefully rejects Schiller's view of Goethe as a free-flowing
well-spring of creativity: "The composure of a harrowed man seeking refuge
in Art while fully aware that Nature, with a superior logic, will overtake him
in the end, is more paradoxical than anything Schiller succeeded in analysing
in On Naive and Sentimental Poetry, yet it is of the essence of the later
Goethe, both man and artist" (303).
Boyle offers excellent contextualized analyses of several of the less
familiar Goethean poems. "Alexis und Dora," hailed as one of Goethe's
finest poems, is said to be the author's acknowledgement of his own
"marriage" to Christiane and "a triumph of sensualism and idealism" (432) .
The controversial Xenia,which indeed wounded many of its readers, are seen
not as an apology for the courts but as "an attempt to forge a genuinely
national consciousness for the whole of the middle class, and to that extent
was a revolutionary act." (403). And"DerneuePausiasundseinBlumenmadchen" creates its own order by interweaving past and present in the public
arena. Boyle is particularly interested in portraying Goethe as a realist, who
accepts both the necessity of acting in the world and who embraces critical
idealism. Hermann und Dorothea, for whose pro-revolutionary sentiment
Goethe had to apologize to Duchess Louise, was "the last full expression of
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the programme of the Horae, of the illusory belief that the public culture of
print can be given unity and direction by the official intelligentsia who serve
the sovereign rulers of the Old Empire and their courts" (526).
Goethe's long-planned return to Italy proffered the hope that he might
once again experience the wholeness in self, art, and nature, which had been
threatened by the French Revolution, by Kantian philosophy, and by the
changes in the literary climate. But to find such unity meant to leave behind
Christiane. Deeply conflicted, Goethe had Christiane and his son August
accompany him as far as Frankfurt (where, Boyle contends, Goethe seems to
finally to have recognized himself as a poet). The biography hails Goethe's
ultimate renunciation of Italy at the Gotthard Pass as a moral apex. Content
to return to Weimar, Goethe renounces the achievement of perfection in his
own life. Kantian "critical Idealism," as it cleaves the real from the ideal,
underwrites the symbolism of the Gotthard Pass, and the waterfalls at
Schaffhausen "serve as an example of the Sublime, as Kant and Schiller had
defined it: in the secure contemplation of horrifying force, an awesome
power with which one could not conflict and hope to survive, one becomes
aware of the extent to which 'the [moral] Idea surpasses even the greatest of
phenomena'" (558).
Boyle finds Goethe's Kantianism in evidence in the poet's dealings with
the Romantics, with whom the writer met regularly in Jena, his refuge from
the court in Weimar. While Goethe shared with Schiller, the Schlegels,
Schelling, Hegel, and Holderlin a belief "in a harmony of old times and new,
achieved through the pursuit of an (unattainable) Ideal"(708), that is, in the
transformative power of Idealism which opposed the "smug and politically
unrealistic bourgeoisie [that was] unprepared either to compromise with its
political masters or to confront them" (709), Goethe disassociates himself
from the more comprehensive romantic view of nature: "Against their
[romantic] arrogantly Fichtean claim to possess the things-in-themselves,
Goethe opposed the deference which accepts that we can walk only in the
forecourts of Art and Beauty, amid the 'phenomena,' not venturing through
to what lies within" (610).
Boyle's comments on the filling of the famous gap in Faust, which is not
completed until 1831, are informative and convincing. Perhaps it was indeed
Goethe's brush with death (erysipelas) in 1801 that propelled him to work
on Faust. Faust, a modern who acknowledges no authority over himself and
no value outside himself, is unable to renounce with respect to sensual
matters or larger issues. But renunciation a la Kant is again the principal
theme of Die Naturliche Tochter, a play which Goethe worked on privately
in early 1803 (likely because he was still mourning the death of his newborn
daughter in December) and which Fichte referred to as "so far the master's
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supreme masterpiece" (744). Goethe's heroine, Eugenia, renounces her
legitimate claim of nobility thus preserving a humane ideal; "Renunciation,
The Natural Daughter demonstrates, is the act of those who believe that their
happiness is dependent on a power beyond their control which happens at
a particular time, and for reasons which they cannot penetrate, not to permit
them fulfillment, and this is the fundamental reason for Goethe'simperviousness to philosophies of history which do not acknowledge either the
inscrutability of fate or the contingency of circumstance. The image of
perfect beauty for Goethe is permanently recoverable, provided only that fate
and circumstances are favourable, for they are the powers that direct the real
world, in which alone fulfillment is worth having....[P]oems, being all of
them occasional poems, and expressing delight in a glimpse of beauty
recovered, thanks to the favourable circumstances, are an emblem, or
'talisman,' of a 'counter-magic' which works against the hostility of fate."
(794)
Boyle's biography is beautifully written, eloquently argued and
psychologically nuanced. It is among the best of the many books produced
in commemoration of Goethe's 250''" birthday in 1999, and readers of
1650-1850 Ideas, Aesthetics and Inquiries in the Early Modem Era will
doubtless benefit from its comprehensive erudition and European scope.
Readers will no doubt understand Boyle's admiration for his subject and gain
new appreciation of the importance of Goethe to European cultural life.
Boyle is right to emphasize the role of Kant, revolution and renunciation in
Goethe's development even if these concerns are not unknown to research
ers. But a few criticisms are in order: the biography does not sufficiently
engage recent scholarship especially the more critical voices, and some readers
may find the book overly defensive, e.g. Goethe did not destroy Holderlin.
One has the sense that Beyle seeks to rescue Goethe from recent revelations
that his actions belied the notion of a liberal duchy in Weimar, e.g. his
consent to a death penalty sentence (even when others dissented), his
participation in selling of citizens of Weimar, albeit criminals, to fight for the
British in the American Revolution, his infiltration of the local free masons
organization. Whereas Boyle frequently castigates Schiller (for his covetous
relationship with Goethe, for his inattentiveness to Christiane Vulpius, for
his lack of true historical sense, etc.), only rarely does the author show
displeasure with Goethe's actions. (Boyle faults Goethe for not recognizing
the value of Runge's
Achilles Does Battle with the River Scamander)
Moreover, Boyle's assessment of Goethe as husband and father tends toward
romantization. Scholarship here suggests more unevenness in Goethe's
relationship with Christiane Vulpius. Goethe no doubt came to love
Christiane, but Boyle fails to mention that two years after having met
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Christiane and one year after the birth of their son Goethe apparently
proposed to Henriette Eleonore Freiin von Liittwitz. Other critics have
pointed to the omission of a full discussion of Adam Smith whom Goethe,
himself a Finanzminister, read with great interest. Finally, one can legiti
mately wonder whether Boyle's desire to rescue "an unnameable truth" (311)
in Goethe's writings, to secure some completion in the writer, may
undervalue Goethe's proximity to postmodern ambivalence and unresolved
playfulness. But this may be a theme that Boyle wishes to explore in a third
biography of Goethe, one that will have to deal fully with Faust. As Faust
has been said to contain three Walpurgis Nights (a northern, an ancient, and
a Christian) so too let us hope that Boyle will see fit to write a third volume
on Goethe.

John Rieder, Wordsworth's Counterrevolutionary Turn:
Community, Virtue, and Vision in the 1790s. Newark:
University of Delaware Press, 1997. Pp. 273. $41.50.
Reviewed by MichaelJ. Schwartz, New York University
The book documents a shift in perspective in Wordsworth's poetics, a turn
away from one view of community to another. But when picking it up it
will help to keep in mind the circularity often implied in the words
"counter," "revolution," and "turn." For although the book seems to narrate
a rising movement in Wordsworth's early writing—emphasizing a seminal
"breakthrough" in The Borderers and culminating in the "triumph" that is
"Tintern Abbey"—in the end the poet John Rieder offers us is hardly so
Lycidas-like that he is ready to leave behind his youth and march toward The
Prelude. Rather, the Wordsworth one witnesses repeatedly faces anxieties
that force him to take positions rife with unresolvable contradictions. Rieder
says as much early in the book, letting the reader know that the strategic
resolution Wordsworth finally achieves in "Tintern Abbey" is only "purely
poetic" and does not necessarily carry over into the poet's next work (31).
The book measures the extent to which Wordsworth's own account,
stated in The Prelude, of his turn from the grand stage of historical events to
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a community of recognition is reflected in the poetry of the 1790s. Over the
last fifty years this turn has been praised by some as a heroic birth of selfunderstanding and poetic subjectivity, and vilified by others as dishonest, selfserving, and ideologically obfuscating. In a sense Rieder's project is to
reconcile these aesthetic and new historicist views by demonstrating that
Wordsworth's politics are intertwined with and conveyed through the
poems' literariness. Wordsworth's poems turn speaking into a "generic
activity rather than the communication of a particular message" (14). In so
doing, they attempt to create a newcommunity of recognition that unites the
poet with his readers rather than with his characters. Thus that historical
facts are included or excluded from any given poem matters less than the fact
that each poem performs a "kind of social action" immanently imbued with
poetic pleasure (26).
The crucial change in Wordsworth's early writing is characterized by
a gradual foregoing of belief in effective political, legal) community and a
replacement of it with a belief in affective (sympathetic, passionate)
community. The former is the product of rational judgment (hence its
revolutionary nature), and in early texts it manifests itself through oracular
presentations of rural characters. The latter, on the other hand, is based on
sympathy and passion, emotions elicited by observing (typically by means of
narrative framing) how people listen and speak to one another. This new
poetry tells stories of man's bond with nature and fellow man, but the vision
is a "kind of reading, an essentially distanced and spectatorial participation
that more resembles the interpretation of a text than a mutual encounter"
(20).
In fact both kinds of community depend on and are fragmented by a
distanced or detached spectatorship in the purview only of the middle class.
Placing them in the contexts of written responses to the French Revolution
and the English Poor Law, the second and third chapters tease out the middle
class assumptions in Wordsworth's communities, especially as they concern
civic virtue and economics. Wordsworth's ethos is republican, and his
middle class proves capable of viewing society either because its members are
materially privileged (are neither stultified by endless labor nor dulled by
indolence), or because they are morally uncorrupted (thanks to "natural
birthright") by the extremes of wealth and poverty. Their position thus
enables the middle class to forge communities on either end of the class
divide—but only in contradictory ways that mark division while seeming to
erase it. As their economic advantage allows the middle class to face the
aristocracy and generate a community of reason that really makes the middle
class the leaders of a new order, their moral advantage helps the middle class
to foster a community of sympathy, at the expense of the suffering poor, by
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subsuming class difference under the universalist rhetoric of "nature" and
"humanity." The significant point Rieder makes here is that although
Wordsworth's move from rational to sympathetic community involves a
change in perspective, it does not necessarily correspond to any change in
political commitment, for both visions are limned by "the same class
position" (43).
Wordsworth's paradoxical community of isolates cannot sustain, for
more than a moment or a poem anyway, that which is predicated on
partiality. Wordsworth himself acknowledges and works through this
problem by thematizing the complexity of vision itself, as well as the
difficulty of interpreting (or reading) anything one sees. In chapters four
through seven, Rieder capably, carefully, and patiently shows how over and
over again Wordsworth makes appearances and theatricality, observation and
narrativity, sustain and destroy the communities of The Salisbury Plain Poems,
The Borderers, The Ruined Cottage, and "Tintern Abbey." That even after
demonstrating the paradoxes of his poetic vision Wordsworth often claims
to be invulnerable is less an act of historical suppression, Rieder contends,
than of emotional desperation.
While Rieder's general argument resembles previous scholarship (like
that of John Barrell, for just one example), his work stands out in its specific,
finely nuanced readings of individual poems. Rieder always has all versions
of a poem in mind, and he is very sensitive to Wordsworth's alterations. The
best, most complex of his chapters is the one on The Borderers. Occasionally
one might begin to get lost in the complexity of his arguments; but no sooner
does this occur than Rieder grounds the reader with an astute reading of an
image (Herbert following the once-meaningful-now-hollow sound of the bell)
or a word (the punning of "still" in "Tintern Abbey").
One might expect a book on forging communities, even literary ones,
to contain some history. But in fact Rieder's book closely reads Words
worth's poems, occasionally relating them to other literary works by
contemporaries (Coleridge, Burke, Thelwal) or poetic predecessors (Milton,
Vergil). In the conclusion Rieder justifies his exclusion of historical context
by contending that in essence Wordsworth's and new-historicist scholars'
projects are merely inversions of each other, and that fusing both inevitably
leads one to the poem itself: "the ground of the critical and historical analysis
of a poem is necessarily the poem itself as the question that gives a form to
the (incalculable) sum of its effects as an answer" (227). While I am sympa
thetic to his approach in general, as well as to his taking seriously poetic
pleasure, I am less sure about Rieder's suggestion that this defines the
discipline of "literature" in which academics are today engaged. For one, it
posits Wordsworth as the progenitor of modern literature—a notion with
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which I, as a somewhat-biased student of the earlier eighteenth-century, am
not totally at ease. Second, the extension implies an equivalence between our
own "academic community" (itself a fantastic reduction) and Wordsworth's
coterie with Dorothy Wordsworth and Coleridge—a contention demanding
at least some interrogation. Finally, the argument functions as an apology or
justification for Rieder's own book of interpretations. Its sophistication
justifies itself.

John Barrell, Imagining the King's Death: Figurative
Treason, Fantasies of Regicide, 1793-1796. Oxford:
Oxford University Press, 2000. Ppxvii -f- 737. $125.00.
Reviewed by David Hill Radcliffe, Virginia Tech
In Imagining the King's Death,John Barrell takes up what might seem like a
small point of law, the clause in the statute of 25 Edward III defining an act
of treason as "when a man doth compass and imagine the death of our lord
the king." This was the statute, and these the words at issue in the famous
1794 acquittals of Watt, Hardy, and Tooke, a result that led to the passage of
the Treasonable Practices Act that clarified 25 Edward IH in ways that shut
down the radicals at the expense of civil liberty. The legal crux had to do
with that troublesome word imagine: "What did this strange clause mean?"
asks Barrell, "and what could or might it be taken to mean in 1794?" (30). In
an excellent introductory survey, Barrell shows how, prior to the trials, the
word "imagine" in its psychological and aesthetic senses had been central to
the debate over Edmund Burke's Reflections on the Revolution in France. In
the political rhetoric of both parties, but especiallyin Opposition newspapers
and pamphlets, imagination came to be associated with absence of reason,
indulgence of luxury, and susceptibility to fear. The original legal sense had
meant something akin to "design," as in "to plot against the king's life." The
statute had been variously interpreted, however, and in 1794 government
prosecutors expanded its denotations to cover republican challenges to state
sovereignty—"modern treason" as it was derisively termed by opponents.
For their part. Opposition newspapers and politicians turned the phrase
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"imagining the king's death" against the government, accusing it of fantasiz
ing plots against the life of the king in an attempt to whip up public hysteria.
In the ensuing semantic and legal confusion, the charge of treason was leveled
within as well as between the parties. Barrell suggests that a belated outcome
was Coleridge's attempt to distance himself from his youthful indiscretions
by drawing a firm line of separation between imaginative and political
discourse.
Imagining the King's Death follows the course of events from the
execution of Louis XVI in 1793 to the immediate consequences of the
Treason Act in 1796. A first part, "Sad Stories," discusses the impact of the
execution on representations of George HI as the paterfamilias of the nation.
The second (a book unto itself), "The Invention of Modern Treason," follows
the evolution of prosecution arguments through a whole series of trials, from
the charges of seditious libel laid against members of the British Convention
in Edinburgh to the capital charges made against Watt, Hardy, and Tooke.
The third part, "Alarms and Diversions" discusses the "Pop-Gun Plot,"
accusations laid against members of the London Corresponding Society by
one of its own members, and the incarceration of the fanatic Richard
Brothers for prophecying the king's death. The concluding section,
"Phantoms of Imagination" covers the Treason Act as it was played out in
the streets, the press, the legislature, and the political parties. Imagining the
King's Death is less concerned with the stirring events themselves than with
their representations in a truly massive array of documents: court and
parliamentary reports, legal treatises, newspapers, personal memoirs,
pamphlets, political songs, and political cartoons. The extent and quality of
Barrell's research is stunning.
It is also numbing. The swarming cloud of contradictory witnesses
results in a book that begins to resemble Robert Burton's Anatomy of
Melancholy. The clarity of the general thesis and its partitions evaporates as
the number and variety of primary texts multiplies incontinently. Barrell is
not one to simplify. Nor is his subject conducive to simplification: the points
of law and points of fact argued in the treason casesare bewildering, requiring
long digressions and excursuses. Witnesses are untrustworthy, and the
motives of accusers and accused are suspect. The cast of characters is large,
and their actions often appear opaque, disorganized, and irrational. Adding
to the confusion, we have Tories demanding radical reform and Radicals
extolling the inherited wisdom of Norman jurisprudence. When, late in the
book, Barrell tries to bring matters to a conceptual point, he can leave even
the patient reader puzzled: "This argument marks the clearest difference
between loyalist attitudes to Lee and Reeves; the first, by imagining the
king's death, was virtually imagining it; the second was not imagining the
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death of parliament at all, but merely imagining it; and what we merely
imagine, we cannot be regarded as intending. A similar distinction is
apparent in Sturt's contributions to these debates: Reeves is virtually, Lee
merely imagining" (631—author's emphasis). Say that again?
By treating all his documents as manifestations of party politics, Barrell
leaves us with a picture of the epoch that begins to resemble a nightmarish
conflation of James Gillray with Hieronymous Bosch. Nor is the sober
historian altogether immune from the personal loathing and distrust so
graphically manifested by his subjects. With few exceptions, Barrell accepts
the Opposition view that the prosecutions were alarmist and illegal, that
agents for the government were vicious, that the radicals and their allies were,
if not positively virtuous, at least no serious threat to civil liberty and public
order. This transparent bias leads to important omissions. There is no
discussion of the Terror, which obviously influenced both the government's
actions and political responses to the treason trials. Also absent is an analysis
of the constitutional question of sovereignty, the underlying basis for the
contentions regarding both parliamentary representation and "modern
treason." Leaving high politics out of the analysis does disservice to both
parties, but especially to the government's case. If one identifies democracy
with republicanism and takes the legitimacy of contract theory for granted,
how could it appear other than opportunely contrived? On the more
pragmatic level, one might ask whether the fact that there was no republican
violence in Britain, or even violent intent, might indicate that in the absence
of early intervention there would have been no violence? Should the
government, familiar with the recent turn of events in Boston and Paris, be
regarded as delusional for imagining that actions by the LCS might lead to
unintended consequences?
The government was plainly out of bounds, however, when it
attempted to put persons on trial for their lives on the basis of tenuous
speculation about what their actions might have led to. Thomas Erskine was
able to free Hardy and Tooke by insisting on a strict interpretation of the
words and spirit of the law. But in its self-reflexive moments this book is
haunted by a melancholy acceptance that imagination cannot be so easily
circumscribed. Certainly not from historical writing. While Edmund Burke
figures throughout these pages as a kind of bogey, John Barrell, in his
historicizing enterprise, his resistance tosimplifying generalization, his belief
in the political import of aesthetic language, his respect for the value of tradi-
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tional liberties, and his profound skepticism about political motives, seems
to have absorbed as much from Burke as from Erskine.

Robin Jarvis, Romantic Writing and Pedestrian Travel.
New York; St. Martin's Press, 1997. Pp. x + 246.
$69.95 cloth; $24.95 paper.
Reviewed by David EvanSy Georgia College and State
University
Robin Jarvis himself has trouble evading the reflexive pun on what at first
glance seems to be the pedestrian subject of this most interesting book
examining the role walking played in the formation and development of
British Romanticism. What do we (most of us) take more for granted than
walking? How could something so utterly quotidian take a central role—or
really any role—in an aesthetic and political movement that emphasized
revolution, the sublime, the solitary genius?
That characterization of Romanticism of course itself begs an array of
questions, but it also provides the surprising route into Jarvis's argument.
The book opens with a penetrating examination of the evolution of
pedestrianism at the end of the eighteenth century, as it moved from a
perhaps overdetermined association with ineluctably down-market, even
disreputable life ("In Britain, and pre-eminently in England,...people knew,
or thought they knew, exactly how to 'rate' someone who was traveling on
foot" [27)), to a respectable pastime for the educated middle class, especially
its males. This section of Jarvis's analysis draws astutely from the history of
British travel, particularly the evolution of the Grand Tour, to demonstrate
how the class implications of pedestrian travel, while never completely
overcome, came to be far less inhibiting—or even an encouragement—to
taking walking trips. He draws a salient distinction between walking
undertaken for strictly utilitarian purposes, associated with rural labor and
lack of money to travel by other modes, and pedestrianism, recreational
walking undertaken in pursuit of aesthetic or social experience.
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In turn, this argument implies why and how travel on foot could be so
important to the Romantics. Jarvis makes a convincing link between the
freedom of pedestrianism and the valorization of the picturesque under the
influence of William Gilpin (connected by "rhetorics of irregularity" [55]),
and in turn draws connections with Romantic "serial style" (description of
the world provided in the order a walker would perceive its phenomena) and
the blank verse in which those observations were recorded. The physical
motion of purposive walking, Jarvis suggests, may have been the literal,
physical cause "of the continuity and coherence of a significant amount of
Romantic blank verse" (88), a theory that has at least the advantage of being
provocative and at best of providing a truly new way of thinking about that
verse.
In subsequent chapters Jarvis takes up pedestrianism in Wordsworth,
Coleridge, Dorothy Wordsworth and John Clare, and "Late-Romantic
Voices" including Keats and Leigh Hunt. These discussions take up an
enormous array of questions, perhaps most interestingly the tensions
between domestic fixedness and the kind of peripatetic freedom that could
quickly devolve into marginality, the subject of Jarvis's fine discussion of
Dorothy Wordsworth.
In short, Robin Jarvis takes up a topic that seems not very promising,
and provides an interesting, learned, and revealing look at the way walking,
no matter how diurnal it may be, provided one of the key impulses for
certain aspects of Romanticism. Written clearly and with dry wit. Romantic
Writing and Pedestrian Travel has important things to say to students of
Romanticism, and the history of British travel and travel writing.

Deidre Lynch, ed. Janeites: Austen's Disciples and
Devotees. Princeton: Princeton University Press, 2000.
Pp. 233. $55.00 cloth; $17.95 paper.
Reviewed by Linda Troost and Sayre Greenfield
Despite its catchy title, this is not a book about Jane Austen's popularity
among her non-academic fans, the people who dress up in high-waisted
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gowns and dance at Jane Austen Balls or who reverently visit the pond into
which Colin Firth plunged. Instead, these essays analyze "the diverse
frameworks within which audiences have claimed interpretive authority" (5),
defining "audience" to mean professional critics and novelists.
Claudia Johnson's opening essay (reprinted from boundary examines
one such set of interpretive frameworks. Starting with Rudyard Kipling's
characters in his story "The Janeites," Johnson traces "the sexual politics of
Austenian valuations and how these get appropriated by constituencies of
different class and sexual positions" (28). The jokey but sensitive, cultured
urbanity of Austen's effete (and amateur) appreciators early in the twentieth
century produced an opposite and more than equal reaction in D. W.
Harding ("Regulated Hatred"), who "hinted that Austen was more of a real
man" than they (35). He and F. R. Leavis {The Great Tradition), accenting
Austen's subversiveness and "moral seriousness" (35), transformed Austen
from a Bloomsbury aesthete's idol into a champion of (straight) middle-class
values, the lawful property of the manly, professional literary critic.
Barbara Benedict's essay considers the blend of popular love fiction and
more aesthetically elite qualities in Austen's novels by studying their place
among the reading tastes of the Regency period as evidenced by the
circulating libraries. Benedict gives valuable information about how the
libraries in Bath and London operated and how Austen responded to the
competing demands of marketing and status: her titles and opening lines
would have signaled to potential readers that these are "romances about the
education of heroines" (73), her plots were designed keep the readers moving
through multiple volumes, and yet her novels stylistically also meet "the elite
criteria of realism and morality" (81), allowing her books to become high
literature for succeeding generations.
William Galperin studies nineteenth-century reviews of Austen's work.
•He concludes that, for some readers both before and after Sir Walter Scott's
review of Emma, "Austen's writing was palpably at cross-purposes with the
hegemonic ends of what we have come in retrospect to regard as realistic
writing" (108). As Galperin cites a variety of these commentators, he
discovers responses to the "uncanny" (a favorite word) in Austen that
produce the "oppositional yield" (98) his thesis requires but that have little
foundation in the quotations he presents as evidence. To choose but one
example, an 1816 review in the Champion states that Austen presents "nature
and society in very unornamented hues" and that "few can take up her work
without finding a rational pleasure in the recognitions which cannot fail to
flash upon them of the modes of thinking and feeling which experience every
day presents in real life." Galperin stretches this to mean what he wants it to
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mean: that Austen's "uncanny" writing "transforms familiar experience into
something seen and understood anew" (99).
Mary Favret's clear and well-argued essay presents the reasons for the
largely positive reception of Jane Austen's novels in the United States; she is
seen as peculiarly American in spirit. After briefly acknowledging Emerson's
and Twain's distaste for the restricted social convention of Austen's fictional
world, Favret reveals how this same closely observed milieu becomes, for
such readers as W. D. Howells and Longfellow, a virtue. Her world is both
everyday and something approaching democracy. Roger Sales's engaging
essay on the 1995 BBC telefilm of Persuasion also deals with attitudes toward
the confines of society in Austen. The camera angles and mise-en-scmes tend
to align Anne Elliot and the audience with the servants. This insight pushes
his essay toward two ends: one, to note how the public nature of high
Regency society sometimes put servants in the position of judging spectators
who could take advantage of their power for gain; and two, to note how the
film shifts the focus away from the heroine (and her difficulties of judgment)
and toward both ends of the continuum of power, toward the men (whose
on-screen presence is amplified) and the servants.
A significant percentage of this collection addresses, not "disciples and
devotees" but ambivalent and even hostile readers of Austen. Kate Trumpener's excellent essay looks at the anxiety that Austen's influence creates for
the writers in the Virago Modern Classics reprint series. The series editors
have "worked implicitly to establish Austen as the mother of 'their' viragos"
(144), yet the novelists themselves have the vexed appreciation of Austen's
confining artistry represented by Virginia Woolf's engagement with her.
Among the numerous nineteenth- and early twentieth-century writers
surveyed, the comments and novels of Sheila Kaye-Smith and G. B. Stern
come in for particular analysis, as do E. M. Delafield's and F. M. Mayor's
rewritings of Mansfield Park and Persuasion. Clara Tuite's witty essay
examines the anxiety induced in three of Austen's gay "sons"—Henry James,
E. M. Forster, and Ronald Firbank—and recasts Sanditon as "the new Gothic
plot of wealthy lesbian vampirism" (134). Mary Ann O'Farrell presents a
series of comparisons between situations of friendship in Austen's novels and
the ways that Charlotte Bronte, Thomas R. Edwards, and Wayne Booth try
imaginatively (and with limited success) to engage Austen herself in
friendship. In the closing essay of the volume (reprinted from Critical
Inquiry), Susan Fraiman gives a focused polemic against Edward Said's use of
Austen as the emblem of European colonialism, a use that relies on a
misperception of Austen as defender of the status quo and that ignores
feminist criticism on Austen.
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As a study of Austen's reception, this collection is a good start, but like
many collections of scholarly essays, it does not have unity of focus. Most
significantly, it lacks a discussion of modern-day Janeites, which gives this
collection only a partial, ivory-tower view of her reception.

Chloe Chard, Pleasure and Guilt on the Grand Tour:
Travel Writing and Imaginative Geography 1600-1830.
Manchester and New York: Manchester University
Press, 1999. Pp. ix + 278. $79.95 cloth; $24.95 paper.
Reviewed by David Evans, Georgia College and State
University
Any scholar who delves into the Grand Tour, even if only casually, will
encounter a central critical paradox. On the one hand, the Tour's effects on
western European culture (not just British, but French) are so obvious, and
so well known, that it seems almost superfluous to discuss it in any detail.
But, on the other, a closer look—and not that much closer—shows that it was
a multifaceted phenomenon, subject to avast array of political, philosophical,
and aesthetic permutations, and an inspiration to a veritable mountain of
texts in its original milieu and since.
Demonstrating its complexity as a cultural practice, most recent books
on the Grand Tour, not just Chloe Chard's admirable effort but Jeremy
Black's The British Abroad: The Grand Tour in the Eighteenth Century (Stroud,
Gloucestershire: Sutton Publishing Ltd., 1992), and Edward Chaney's The
Evolution of the Grand Tour (London: Frank Cass Publishers, 1998), start,
Leviathan-\\ke, with an attempt to define just precisely what it was...without
as much agreement as one might expect. Like the nature of reality, then, the
Grand Tour, what it was and what it meant and means, is far more contested
territory than even most sophisticated dix-huitiemistes would know.
Into this peculiar critical circumstance, Chloe Chard injects a great deal
of clarity and insight. Her main project is to identify, and document, the
strategies through which the experience of the Grand Tour (in what might
be called its Golden Age) found its way from experience to discourse, or.
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more precisely, rhetoric, for what she attempts is a sort of rhetorical
handbook for deciphering the impulses of the tourist, and how they evolved
from the Grand Tour's infancy in the seventeenth century through its full
blown, Romantic-sublime manifestations. This is a giant project: there were
hundreds of travel books more-or-less related to the Grand Tour published
during Chard's period, and reading them in bulk is heavy going because,
frankly, many of them are not very distinctive, and do not articulate really
compelling observations about the objects they discuss. This fact makes
Chard's accomplishment even more noteworthy, because her mastery of a
wide range of texts, and the subtle distinctions that inform the evolution of
the Grand Tour, is thorough, even relentless.
At the heart of Chard's enterprise are the rhetorical strategies through
which travel writers came to terms with the experience of alterity on the
Tour (its "imaginative geography"), particularly the alterity of Italy, which
moved through a series of quite different, even contradictory representations
during the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries. Italy as the sight of the
extraordinary, an exciting location where the traveler could be overwhelmed
by the past or compelled by natural oddities, attracted a compulsive
fascination through the early part of Chard's period, but excess enthusiasm
could quickly shade over into something beyond, an illicit pleasure not to be
taken by good Northern Europeans in the warmer climes. So, Chard traces
the manifold strategies writers employed both to display their enthusiasm
and to demonstrate, at the same time, its rigorous, not to say Protestant,
restraint. Later in the eighteenth century, and early in the nineteenth, of
course, this pleasure became at least somewhat less illicit, as demonstrated by
a taste for the sublime, such as that to be found crossing the Alps. (Travelers
in the seventeenth century were generally only made grumpy by the
challenges of crossing them.) In turn, the unrestrained pleasure some
Romantic writers took in the sublimity of Italy may have become too much,
and Chard argues that it had to be roped in by the advent of "tourism," a
practice that exposes travelers to small, measured doses of the sublime
without ever reifying its terrific part—as in the substantial guardrails at the
Grand Canyon.
If Chard's work has a weak point, it is that it almost entirely elides the
politics of the Grand Tour. Even as she discusses the national stereotypes of
Northern and Southern Europeans, she pays little attention to the religious
element that informed those stereotypes—for example, she does not really
discuss the relationship of Roman Catholicism to the theory of the sublime
or its stereotypical murky associations with the darker sides of sunny Italy
all through the period. She has little to say of the changing impetus for
taking the Tour, not linking it, for instance, to its partial origins in the
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Royalist exile in the 1640s and 1650s, even though she often quotes a key text
in that arena, John Raymond's Itinerary of his tour, published in 1648. I
would also dispute her comment that "The claim to unmediated, eye-witness
experience provides travellers, from early in the eighteenth century onwards,
with a new strategy for endorsing their own authority to describe and
comment" (86) since, I would argue, the empirical imperative informs Grand
Tour writing from its identifiable beginnings, and the need for "one's own
Ocular view, and personall conversation," as James Howell wrote in 1642,
was crucial to "enabl[ing the young traveler] to discourse more knowingly
and confidently and with a kind of Authority" about the things he had seen
while abroad from the beginning {Instructions for Forreine Travell [London,
1642]: 5-6).
But these are minor points. Chard has herself mapped new territory in
Pleasure and Guilt, looking productively at the enormous challenge writers
faced in trying to capture Italy, as both place and experience, and she has
provided scholars of the Grand Tour and others interested in its effects with
new ways of looking at these sometimes rather un-sublime texts and
understanding the strategies that make them work.

Devoney Looser, British Women Writers and the Writing
of History., 1670-1820. Baltimore: Johns Hopkins
University Press, 2000. Pp. xi + 272. $45.00.
Reviewed hy Jennifer Garlen, University of Alabama,
Huntsville
If feminist criticism is to retain its currency and relevance to a broader
academic field, then a new generation of feminist scholars and critics must
not only continue to seek out new primary texts, forgotten women writers,
and theoretical approaches, but they must also review, revise, and engage the
works of their critical mothers and grandmothers. Such a task presents many
difficulties, including the realization of a delicate balance that must be struck
between recognizing the accomplishments and acuity of those predecessors
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while simultaneously pinpointing and correcting their errors and invalid
assumptions. Happily, Devoney Looser achieves just such a balance in her
important new study of British women's contributions to historiography
during the long eighteenth century.
Looser's engaging and original text should prove extremely useful to
historical and literary studies and to feminist criticism in general, as it deftly
weaves the concerns of each of these enterprises into a remarkably coherent
whole. The primary argument of Looser's work revolves around the
assertion that "a sustained look at British women's writings of the 'long
eighteenth century' (from the Restoration through the Regency) illustrates
that women were much more involved in the burgeoning genre of history
than we have formerly thought" (2). Looser supports her contention with
well researched and detailed chapters that focus on a succession of British
women writers who lived and worked throughout the long eighteenth
century; Lucy Hutchinson, Lady Mary Wortley Montagu, Charlotte Lennox,
Catharine Macaulay, Hester Lynch Piozzi, and Jane Austen each receive a
full chapter of consideration. In each chapter. Looser also provides close
readings of some of the authors' most relevant works, which allow the reader
to appreciate the different ways in which these women approached history
and the varying success with which their efforts met in the public sphere.
The chapters concerning Catharine Macaulay and Hester Lynch Piozzi
are particularly fascinating in this respect because their works did not succeed
with the contemporary public or with ensuing generations of readers and
scholars, and Looser articulately probes the reasons for these failures without
oversimplifying the many factors that may have contributed to that result.
In Macaulay's case Looser argues that a "biographical excursus" is necessary
to a proper understanding of the author's reception; Looser observes that
"having a publicly known romantic life made it difficult for Pvlacaulay] to be
perceived as an acceptable historian. Particularly in the subgenre she
chose—more like a conduct book than her previous publications—Macaulay's
own conduct could not be ignored" (122). The subsequent discussion of
Macaulay's experiences and her work provides an intriguing interweaving of
personal and professional history that makes clear the basis for Looser's
contention. The chapter on Piozzi also includes relevant discussion of the
author's personal life, but here Looser contends that the failure of Piozzi's
favorite project. Retrospection, sprang more from the fact that, "unknown to
[Piozzi], historiography was traveling (and would continue to travel) in a
different direction — one that Piozzi, as a result of her education, her
commitment to anecdotal forms, and her sex, was not prepared to follow"
(177). Looser's handling of both Macaulay and Piozzi provides some of the
most engaging and interesting material in the work, in part perhaps because
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their lives and works are not so thoroughly well-known as those of Montagu,
Lennox and Austen.
As a feminist project, Looser's work is important because it explores its
subjects' relation to history without attempting to lionize each one as a
protofeminist or "herstorian," which would grossly oversimplify what we are
coming to realize is a vastly complex relationship between eighteenth-century
gender and genre. Looser fearlessly engages the problematic elements of this
relationship and explores the ways in which the writers' gender affected or
failed to affect their works. Interestingly, she finds that women's historiogra
phy often differed very little from that written by men in its content and
themes, although the reception of their work was frequently determined by
the gendered expectations of reviewers and readers. Through the course of
her study. Looser evaluates the arguments put forth by previous feminist
critics about these writers and their works; she examines and discusses both
the strengths and weaknesses of the arguments put forth by second-wave
feminists like Sandra Gilbert and Susan Gubar, Christina Crosby, Gerda
Lerner, Bridget Hill, Marilyn Butler, Julia Epstein, and Margaret Doody, to
name only a few. Looser's tone throughout this process reveals respect for
these critics and their work; her disagreements and corrections are never
antagonistic, though many other emerging critics (and some well-established
ones) handle their peers and predecessors with much less tact and grace.
Looser's ability to provide a study that is both penetrating and polite
contributes greatly to the overall pleasure to be derived from her work.
In conclusion, Devoney Looser's
Women Writers and the Writing
of History is a truly excellent work that scholarly readers from many areas of
specialization can both appreciate and enjoy. It is a well written, thoroughly
researched study that begins to address previously overlooked issues and
promotes the continuing development of feminist criticism in the twentyfirst century. It brings together the concerns of gender, history, and prose
fiction in such a way as to clearly demonstrate the necessity of considering
the connections between them in the work of eighteenth-century women
writers. As Looser herself argues in her introduction, "Future feminist
investigations into women's contributions must define 'history' more
broadly and must acknowledge that women writers used historical material
with widely diverging interests, aims, and results" (2). British Women Writers
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and the Writing of History provides an exemplary model of just how such an
investigation should be undertaken.

William J. Burling, Summer Theater in London,
1661-1820, and the Rise of the Haymarket Theater.
Madison: Fairleigh Dickinson University Press, 2000.
Pp. 326. $45.00.
Reviewed by Daniel J. Ennis, Coastal Carolina Univer
sity
The London Stage 1660-1800 has spawned a small scholarly industry of
updaters, correctors and clarifiers, and William Burling is one of its most
important members. His Checklist of New Plays and Entertainments on the
London Stage, 1700-1737 (1993) is a must for the student of eighteenthcentury British drama, and his most recent book, Summer Theater in London,
1661-1820, and the Rise of the Haymarket Theater, will prove to be the
standard work on London theatrical business during the summer months of
the long eighteenth century. Burling has little use for overt political theory
(outside a few passing references to the "hegemony" inherent in the patent
system) and instead builds his study on a firm foundation of archival
scholarship. Burling's sometimes stolid narrative style and generous helpings
of charts and tables foreground his factual discoveries; the author encounters
the incomplete and chaotic existing scholarly picture of eighteenth-century
British summer theater and imposes order by means of irresistibly empirical
critical history.
The structure of Burling's book is simple and consistent. The author
divides the eighteenth century into seven sections (1661-1713, 1714-1727,
1728-1759,1760-1776,1777-1788,1789-1804 and 1805-1818) and examines
the management and productivity of the summer theater in London during
each section. Each chapter opens with a survey of the theatrical landscape,
identifies the major figures in the theater world, and discusses repertory,
finances and theater buildings with admirable clarity.
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Burling's first chapter defines "Summer Theater" as something more
than "theater in the summer," arguing that while some of the established
London theaters occasionally extended their winter seasons well into June,
that "Summer Theater" as a separate entity often meant ad hoc acting
companies, alternative financial arrangements, and an absence of the most
experienced actors and managers during the summer months (20). The pentup demand for theater in the 1660s led to nearly year-round seasons in the
years immediately after the Restoration, but Burling (despite the spotty
records for summer theater) is able to establish that the first true summer
season occurred in 1694 (24).
Burling's second chapter covers an often dismissed period of theatrical
history, the pre-Gay years of 1714-1727, but Burling finds this era's summer
theater worth study—in fact, the author argues that in one particular year
(1723) the summer theater experienced "a flurry of innovation and a modest
kind of summer theatrical competition" (53). Burling shows how the
summer season was still a hit-or-miss affair (so much so that some years
theater managers didn't even bother to mount summer productions), but
argues that it was an important opportunity for lesser actors to make a living
and hone their skills while the stars vacationed or toured the provinces. In
1723 Theophilus Gibber and William Wilkes, Jr., mounted a remarkable
summer of premiers and revivals—this in a decade in which the marginally
profitable summer theater generally stuck close to the winter repertory (71).
With this discovery. Burling touches on a theme he returns to in subsequent
chapters: existing scholarship on the London stage tends to downplay the
importance of summer theater as an incubator for new plays and young
actors.
Readers seeking vivid characters in Burling's workmanlike history will
be gratified to see that Summer Theater in London, 1661-1820 is populated by
familiar eighteenth-century figures endeavoring to make a go of playing
during the summer months. The irregular summer theater of the first half
of the eighteenth century was abetted by the efforts of the aforementioned
Gibber and Wilkes, as well as Charlotte Charke, Charles Macklin and Henry
Fielding. The middle part of the century was relatively unkind to the
summer theater, but Samuel Foote's emergence at the Little Haymarket in
1760, according to Burling, finally established the summer stage as a
permanent part of the London theater scene. In fact, Foote figures as
something of a hero of Burling's study, an innovative entrepreneur of
"considerable managerial achievements" (116).
Burling's laudatory rehabilitation of Foote's career takes his history of
the summer stage tol776, and at this point, halfway through the study, the
Haymarket Theater "rises" in the persons of the Colmans. Burling argues
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quite convincingly that the space limitations of the Colmans' Little
Haymarket were actually an advantage, and the "rise" of the Haymarket in
Burling's title is set against an implied artistic decline of Drury Lane and
Covent Garden—hoth of which spent the late eighteenth and early nine
teenth centuries struggling to please larger and larger audiences with bigger
and better extravaganzas. Burling posits the Little Haymarket as the
"'bastion' of traditional drama" (138). This thesis is supported by means of
an admiring portrait of George Colman the Elder, who, like Theophilus
Gibber (and unlike Foote) made the summer stage a haven for new plays, and
combined his eye for new talent with a canny business sense. His revivals
were almost always profitable, and he was able to attract to the Little
Haymarket the stars of the patent houses.
The last two chapters of Burling's study, dedicated, for the most part,
to the career of George Coleman the Younger, are heavy with the fruits of
archival study. Burling essays an entirely new portrait of Colman, Jr.'s,
career, and in so doing sheds new light on Colman, Sr.'s, financial ruin (of
particular interest is Burling's discovery of a new Colman lawsuit [157]) and
the younger Colman's drift toward the same big-budget, large-audience
spectacles of the patent theaters. Financial crises forced Colman,Jr., to enlist
partners, and the infusion of resources allowed the Little Haymarket, Burling
suggests, to have "its moments of shining success" during the yearsl805-9.
The "rise" of the Little Haymarket has an accompanying fall, in this case
twofold: a welter of lawsuits between 1810 and 1819 that forced Colman out
of power at the Little Haymarket, and a move by the company from the
relatively intimate theater Foote had constructed andinto the "Nash" theater.
In terms of form, however, Burling's last chapters suffer from a surfeit
of statistics. The author includes a superb appendix (which alone qualifies
this book as a valuable corrective for The London Stage^, but material that
appears ideal for that appendix is woven, sometimes awkwardly, into
Burling's otherwise absorbing history. Still, the placement of this author's
many tables of box office receipts and lists of productions is a small matter
in the overall scheme of this book; like the best scholarly productions in our
field, we did not know we needed it until it appeared.
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Richard A. Barney, Plots of Enlightenment: Education
and the Novel in Eighteenth-Century England. (Stan
ford; Stanford University Press, 1999). Pp. xii + 402.
$55.00.
Reviewed by Heidi Kaufman, University of New Hamp
shire
Plots of Enlightenment is a particularly helpful resource for those interested
in the history and development of the novel and, in particular, of the
relationship between the early novel and educational philosophy. In the wake
of Benedict Anderson's claims in Imagined Communities that the novel and
the newspaper are the means by which a nation is imagined and represented.
Plots of Enlightenment illustrates how this process works. Barney exposes the
significance of the fact that educational theory was an "indispensable source"
for the eighteenth-century novel's form and content. Along these lines,
educational philosophy and the novel educate both fictional characters as
well as readers by the promotion of two contradictory goals: individual
subjecthood and cultural conformity. Barney argues convincingly that while
the novel may focus on an individual character's growth and education, the
final goal of these texts is the promotion not of individualism, but of cultural
conformity to the virtues necessary for English nationhood. Finally, Barney
maintains that this pedagogical strand of the early novel develops into the
novel of education, or Bildungsroman, that followed later in the nineteenth
century.
As one might expect, paradoxes and gaps abound in such a discourse.
Barney revises Foucault's claims in Discipline and Punish that individual
autonomy is "a discursive mask covering the realist of hegemonic disciplinary
institutions"(12) by arguing that "a wholesale interpretation of the novel's
pedagogical legacy using a penitential grid can conceal or at least distort" real
distinctions that effect "specific disciplinary institutions...by variables such
as class, rank, and function"(ll). Thus, while the penitentiary could never
convince its inmates that they were free to be reformed by the prison,
educational systems could. Even though this freedom is still only illusory,
it nonetheless distinguishes the prison as confinement and school as a place
of apparent free choice. In his revision of Foucault, Barney builds on Pierre
Bourdieu and Jean-Claude Passeron who focus instead on the process of
"pedagogic action" that, Barney posits, enables the novel to influence
eighteenth-century education theory and at the same time exposes the "gaps
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or fissures" that inevitably result from a system that promotes "constrained
personal liberty"(13).
This book argues that novels in the late seventeenth and eighteenth
century reveal "how education forms improvised identity"(16), which served
to hide the discontinuities between nature and culture and the distinctions
between individual identity and the performance of that identity. Thus, the
various meanings of the word "plot" exemplify such gaps that lack "complete
resolution"(32) : first, as "stages of development" which mediate between
individualism and social conformity; second, the "metaphoric garden plot"
as an educational sphere which combines Nature with human artifice; third,
the covert plotting by which teachers practice educational methods to
unaware students; and fourth, violent pedagogical plotting that operates
clandestinely to mold identity (32-33).
Rather than look exclusively at women writers or men writers, or
educational theory for girls and boys separately, Barney carefully charts their
interaction upon each other (without conflating them) in the related
productions of the novel and the naturalization of English nationhood.
Chapter one explores "pedagogical plotting" in the work of writers on
education, such as Locke, who emphasize metaphors of such terms as
gardening and medicine which serve to "naturalize" human development
through the education process. Locke accommodates competing ideologies
of individual freedom and social conformity in the process of shaping "a
particular way of telling a story of that person's education"(38). Chapter two
looks at the story-like presentation of Locke's Education—z pedagogy that
functions as a dramatic performance. The effect of this performative
pedagogy, resulting in the promotion of improvisational identity, shapes, and
is shaped by, the fiction of Fielding, Davys, Fenelon, and Manley. In chapter
three Barney situates the novel of education in the "loosely knit network of
diverse genres"(126). This chapter illustrates the manner in which disparate
forms, such as popular engravings, scientific discourse on physiognomy, and
innovations in the charity school movement "converged under the rubric of
education" and in the process influenced English subjectivity by way of
"public privacy"(126) or the publication of private desire. Chapter four reads
Defoe's The Family Instructor as a precursor to Robinson Crusoe. In standing
these texts side by side, Barney illustrates how Defoe's "supervisory
educational program"(207) grows out of Puritan notions of education and the
patriarchal family. Despite his pronounced individualism, Crusoe comes full
circle in the end by a process of reeducation though which his "rare
adventure...proves to be only the extraordinary means for finding a
remarkably ordinary self" (254). The last chapter, examines Charlotte Lenox
and Eliza Haywood as they build on Mary Astell's educational theories in the
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formulation of their depictions of the "pedagogical empire" (35). In this final
chapter, Barney shows how these women novelists offer a critique of
Crusoe's extreme individualism, by portraying women who depict the
performance of femininity, and the possibilities for improvisational identity.
Women writers attempt to resolve the paradox of individual development
and social conformity by either adopting a "romantic antiromanticism" as in
the case of Masham and Drake, or by challenging the prevailing assumption
that women are intellectually inadequate and refusing to educate them.
Barney maintains that the problem these texts address is what pedagogical
methods will not only educate men and women about each other, but will
improve relations between them.
On several occasions Barney rightly explores the novel's role in shaping
English national identity in relation to colonial contexts. A step further,
however, would clarify and develop for his readers the implications of
maneuvering such an ideology, not only with regard to the moral imperatives
of nationhood that enabled colonialism and empire abroad, but also of the
implications of pedagogical improvisation at home with regard to the
narrowing and reshaping of English identity in this period. Along these lines,
how might we read the novel, as pedagogical tool for the promotion of
societal conformity and subjectivity, as contingently linked to the contempo
raneous presence of pervasive anti-Catholic, anti-Jewish, and anti-black
attitudes (to name a few) in this period.' Nonetheless, P/ots of Enlightenment
is a useful, well researched, and original look at the rise of the novel.
Barney's study may also cause us to wonder about our own pedagogical
plotting when we teach the eighteenth-century novel today. Plots of
Enlightenment subtly leads us to contend with our authority in the pedagogi
cal situations we create that promote and evaluate (however covertly) student
performances, such as individual literary analysis and critical thinking. Do
we merely contribute to this long history of linking the novel with pedagogy
in a process of promoting academic and societal conformity under the
illusion of individualism?
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Bradford K. Mudge, The Whore's Story: Women, Pornog
raphy, and the British Novel, 1684-1830. Oxford:
Oxford University Press, 2000. Pp. xiv + 276. $39.95.
Reviewed by Melissa Mowry, St. John's University
The Whore's Story: Women, Pornography and the British Novel, 1684-1830, as
its title indicates, promises to address the intersection between pornography
and theBritish novel—a topic of increasing interest to both literary historians
and cultural critics alike. The study takes on a sizable chunk of cultural
history as it covers the period from the Restoration's waning moments to the
dawn of the Victorian era. As most students of early modern pornography
will recognize, The Whore's Story comes in the wake of and embraces
important work by scholars like Lynn Hunt, Felicity Nussbaum, James
Grantham Turner and others who have transformed pornography from a
culturally ephemeral genre to a mode of representation often at the center of
European culture's shift from early modernity to modernity. To his credit,
Mudge brings to the conversation a number of texts too long neglected by
scholars of English pornography, as well as producing some insightful
readings of pornographic visual images from the long eighteenth century.
These reasons and others make The Whore's Story worth consulting for
anyone interested in the question of early modern English pornography.
However, this reader feels compelled to point out that such consultations
ought to be undertaken cautiously as a number of problems plague The
Whore's Story, keeping it from the centrally important role it might otherwise
have claimed in the larger conversation about pornography's origins and
significance.
The Whore's Story is divided into two major movements: "Popular
Culture and the Emergence of the Modern State" and "Pornography and
Literature," preceded by a significant methodological preface. Unfortunately,
it is in the preface that Mudge's difficulties begin. For The Whore's Story rests
its argument about pornography's cultural importance upon a laborious and
inaccurate account of current literary and cultural studies. Mudge premises
his study upon the claim that pornography's traditional ephemeral status is
the result of cultural historians and critics who have made "cultural history
the history only of 'legitimate' culture, of people, events, and artifacts that
contribute only to the greater good of the cultural enterprise" (x). Thirty
years ago, that claim was creditable. However, the advent of work by
historians and cultural scholars who have devoted themselvesto the study of
mass culture and subversive representations, precisely in order to unsettle any
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lingering sense that "cultural history [is] the history of 'legitimate' culture,"
renders Mudge's claim, at best, naive. Historians like Tim Harris {London
Crowds in theReign ofCharles II: Propaganda and Politics from the Restoration
to the Exclusion Crisis, 198^, Nicholas Rogers {Whigs and Cities: Popular
Politics in the Age of Walpole and Pitt, 1989), and Randolph Trumbach {Sex
and the Gender Revolution: Heterosexuality and the Third Gender in Enlighten
ment London, 1998) have studied in impressivedetail street literature,partisan
newspapers, and public records. Likewise, literary critics including, Lennard
Davis (Factual Fictions: The Origins of the English Novel, 1983), Felicity
Nussbaum {Torrid Zones: Maternity, Sexuality and Empire in EighteenthCentury English Narratives, 1995), Laura Brown {The Ends of Empire: Women
and Ideology in Early Eighteenth-Century Literature,1993), Donna Landry IJhe
Muses of Resistance: Laboring-class Women's Poetry in Britain, 1739-1796,
1990), Paula Backscheider {Spectacular Politics: Theatrical Power and Mass
Culture in Early Modem England, 1993), and Paula MacDowell (The Women
of Grub Street: Press, Politics, and Gender in the London Literary Marketplace,
1678-1730,199%), to name just a few, have worked strenuously to bring
writers and works that were formerly considered subcultural into the full
light of cultural scrutiny. Ignoring the work done by such scholars deprives
Mudge's study of the means to specify not only how early pornographic texts
interacted with more dominant cultural forms but also how pornography
contributed to a burgeoning mass culture against which the properly
"literary" became defined.
Unfortunately, The Whore's Story does little to rectify this situation in
its first section: "Popular Culture and the Emergence of the Modern State."
Glancing at the title, a reader might suppose that the subsequent three
chapters would explore the relationship between pornography and the
modern state from 1684-1830. However, none of the chapters betrays any
awareness of the small but important body of scholarship on the emergence
of pornography during the most cataclysmic political event of the seven
teenth century: the English civil wars. Nowhere does Mudge's study
mention the work of Ann Hughes, Susan Wiseman, Sharon Achinstein, or
Lois Potter, each of whom has produced groundbreaking scholarship in this
area. Similarly absent is recent work by political historians like Gary De
Krey, Nicholas Rogers, Mark Knights, and Stephen Pincus who to varying
degrees have studied the emergence of the modern state.
The second section suffers from similar and, for literary scholars, more
glaring omissions. Strikingly absent from The Whore's Story's investigation
of pornography's relationship to literature is any mention of James
Grantham Turner's thoughtful articles on this issue. For this reader.
Turner's absence is particularly problematic, as his own studies have
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addressed important early pornographic texts like The Whore's Rhetoric
(1683), with which Mudge is particularly concerned, but also because Turner
is especially good at conceptualizing pornography and the novel as two media
that "make the private public." Likewise, Mudge fails to mention Kristina
Straub's important theorizations of gender, sexuality, and criminality in the
Elizabeth Canning case (226-27) during his own discussion. Obviously, the
omission of such scholarship makes it difficult for a reader to assess where
The Whore's Story fits in to larger conversations about pornography's
relationship to other cultural forms. It also raises serious questions about the
theoretical complexity of Mudge's understandings of both the pornographic
and women's sexuality.
Here too, the difficulty begins early on. For Mudge claims that
pornography is synonymous with all abjected cultural productions.
Reasoning that critically marginalized representations are also culturally
abjected representations, Mudge contends that critics have rendered "the
'pornographic'" that "great wastebin of the nonliterary" (6). Most readers
will readily admit that insofar as pornography represents the lives of
prostitutes, it is clearly a genre devoted to an abjected subject position. But
few readers will then reason that pornography is the representational locus
of all cultural abjection, or even all non-literary representation.
The theoretical difficulties with Mudge's equation of the "non-literary"
and pornography influence both the kinds of evidence he seeks and the way
in which he interprets that evidence. Much of The Whore's Story is devoted
fittingly to finding evidence of the pornographic in early, not yet novelistic
fictions. But Mudge's theorization of pornography leads him to assume that
all non-canonical representations of female sexual desire, by definition, are
latently pornographic. Typical of this assumption is The Whore's Story's
treatment of Delariviere Manley's The NewAtalantis (1709). Mudge quotes
at length the scene in which Barbara Palmer is enraptured by the beauty of
Henry Jermyn. Palmer slips into bed with the napping Jermyn and the two
consummate their relationship to the extent that all the Countess's "former
Enjoyments were imperfect to the Pleasure of this." For Mudge, the salient
feature of the scene is that "sexual intercourse is described, not implied" (5).
From the putative explicitness of Manley's description he deduces clear
evidence of the way in which pornography's graphic sexual representations
formed the dark underside of the novel's penchant for realism. What Mudge
doesn't countenance is the fact that in this passage, as in others, Manley relies
upon the highly wrought, formulaic, and traditional language of romance,
not a new realism, to reveal that the Duchess and the Count have consum
mated their relationship. The scene is clearly erotically charged, but there is
very little that is sexually graphic in the modern senseMudge wants to claim.
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Mudge's analysis of Manley's description also provides a good example of
how his narrow construction of eighteenth-century culture undermines his
larger argument. For Mudge's opposition between the literary and the
pornographic leaves him little room to acknowledge the possibility that
motives other than aesthetic ones might have influenced the representations
he treats. In fact, the woman whom Manley describes in the vignette from
The New Atalantis is the Countess of Castlemaine, Charles II's former
mistress and a woman she heartily despised, as she revealed five years later in
The Adventures ofRivella (1714). Mudge's argument, however, compels him
to find it "[rlemarkablfe]" that "prosecutors were oblivious as to whether the
book was 'obscene or 'pornographic'" (6). Readers aware of the Duchess's
identity, however, are unlikely to share his incredulity. Indeed, they may
find it more remarkable that Manley was actually using a woman she disliked
to celebrate the unalloyed "assertive articulation of female desire" (5).
For these reasons, readers need to approach The Whore's Story carefully.
Nonetheless, what Mudge's story often lacks at the local level, it makes up
for at the global level as its scope opens up tremendously fertile ground for
further research, conversation, and debate about pornography's relationship
to the early novel.

Markman Ellis, The History of Gothic Fictions. Edin
burgh: Edinburgh University Press, 2000. Pp.ix + 261.
$22.00 paper.
Reviewed by Scott Paul Gordon, Lehigh University
Near the start of his History of Gothic Fictions, Markman Ellis offers what
seems to be a unifying theory of the gothic: "Gothic fiction, in its formal
structures, mode of discourse and its narrative patterns, hosts a contest
between different versions of history." If on the one hand, the gothic's
embrace of "dark irrationality" critiques enlightenment constructions of
history as linear progress, on the other it displays an enlightened scepticism
towards the supernatural and indeed toward all "naive forms of credulity."
That gothic fiction typically leaves this contest "unresolved" enables it to
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function as "a mode of historicist criticism": as a genre about history, Ellis
summarizes, the "gothic novel effectively historicizes itself" (13-14). At his
study's end, Ellis reaffirms that an "argument from history" has been
"central" to the "gothic narratives discussed in this book: dramatizing and
extrapolating a wider contest between rival forms of thought, between
rationality and mysticism, between history and modernity" (227). Ellis
centers this study on "classic" eighteenth- and nineteenth-century gothic
fictions by Walpole, Radcliffe, Wollstonecraft, Lewis, Brockden Brown,
Shelley, and Stoker, but he supplements these usual suspects with discussions
of lesser-known vampire fictions and (in a not entirely successful leap into the
twentieth century) zombie fictions and films.
Ellis pursues his argument about the gothic's concern with "different
versions of history" most compellingly in his prologue and first chapter,
which includes a superb account of the competing claims of liberty and
despotism, of legitimacy and the"ancient constitution," in Horace Walpole's
Castle of Otranto. Walpole engages, Ellis shows, with these issues not merely
in the abstract but with their immediate realization in the Wilkes affair of
1763-64. Otranto "opposes notions of liberty, associated with Britain's
ancient constitution, with notions of despotism, associated with the corrupt
tyranny of Britain's contemporary government," in order to insist that
"although the established order...appears stable and legitimate, it is not so
unless founded on an original legitimacy": Manfred's "legitimacy is insubstan
tial, as were the General Warrants [issued against Wilkes], because it rests in
recent history." Walpole's novel, then, is "available for a reading as a serious
satire written against the government," even if, as Ellis notes, surviving
evidence suggests that original readers were more puzzled by the novel's tone
than aware of its political satire (38-42). His reading of Otranto displays Ellis
at his best: alert to the resonances of contemporary debates in now-classic
texts, sensitive to the often contradictory claims these texts make, attentive
to each text's reception history (the "resonance of the Wilkes affair would
have dissipated"[42] when Otranto became popular in the 1790s). I hope the
above quotations testify as well to the clarity of Ellis's prose. Able both to
summarize complicated critical and theoretical positions and to articulate
elegantly his own, this book (as its jacket blurb predicts) would be excellent
for undergraduate audiences (as well as for more advanced students and
scholars).
Not all Ellis's readings show, however, that gothic texts are characteris
tically engaged with "different versions of history." For Ellis, Lewis's The
Monk responds to the political culture of the "Terror" phrase of the French
Revolution, about which Lewis knew (Ellis shows) more than we have
thought; Radcliffe's Udolpho enters debates in educational literature about the
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value of, but also the need to control, sensibility; Brockden Brown's Wieland
intervenes in contemporary worries about conspiracy and secrecy. Often in
these readings the word "history" rarely surfaces or surfaces only as an
afterthought, in a summary sentence that strives to link a discussion about
something else {Udolpho "propos[es] that sensibility can control the passions
as long as it is governed by stern moral principles" [65]) to Ellis's stated
theory of the gothic ("When [her] domestic enclosure is torn apart by
history, Emily is thrown into scenes of gothic horror" [66]). Ellis is himself
rigorously historicist, demonstrating with great insight how these texts
"host," "encode," or "stage" debates (or even "battles") between "rival forms
of thought," but if his study consistently places these texts in history, it does
not quite deliver on its promise to show in each case that they are about
history.
This is not necessarily a problem for a study called The History of Gothic
Fiction (except in that it promises something it doesn't deliver). The strength
of Ellis's book lies in its capacity to show the "gothic" being used or
appropriated in many different ways for many different purposes, sometimes
conservative, sometimes radical, sometimes merely exploratory. And, as
these subtle readings repeatedly display, history isn't always the issue. The
texts he has chosen lead Ellis to explore seventeenth-, eighteenth-, and
nineteenth-century attitudes toward politics, superstition, rationality, science,
sensibility, antiquarianism, eroticism, slavery, revolution, readership, and
much more. Perhaps each of these subjects could be mapped onto a binary
opposition between superstition and modernity, but Ellis does not attempt
this (wisely). Instead, he shows how varied the uses of the gothic have been.
What makes the gothic so attractive a tool for writers interested in so many
different projects seems to be its capacity (indeed, its mission) to provoke or
expose what Ellis calls "epistemological complexity" (183) or "epistemological
problems" (164). It is the word "epistemology," more than "history," that
pervades thisstudy and links its chapters together. Ellis's study shows, above
all, that the flexibility of the gothic itself—capable of resolving epistemolog
ical problems or "refus[ing] to clarify" them (186), capable of advancing very
different "political ideologies" (195)—has made it particularly useful as a
means to stage whatever issues trouble a society at a specific historical
moment. Ellis's final chapter, which moves from eighteenth- and nineteenthcentury texts about "zombies" to early twentieth-century ones, argues
explicitly that "the figure of the zombie is revived and rewritten, remade in
new circumstances" (218)—and Ellis shows that the gothic, too, has been
constantly "remade" (or redeployed) "in new circumstances." The History of
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Gothic Fictions admirably exposes the ideological stakes involved in each of
these remakings.

R. C. Olby, G. N. Cantor, J. R. R. Christie, and M. J. S.
Hodge, eds.. Companion to the History of Modern
Science. London: Routledge, 1990; paperback 1996. Pp.
xxvi + 1081; bibliographies; indices.
Reviewed by William T. Lynch, Wayne State University
Researchers, teachers, and graduate students in the history of science and
cognate fields will benefit from the publication of a paperback version of this
important resource for engaging with the specialized scholarly literature on
the history of modern science since the Renaissance. Looking back upon this
collection after the outbreak of the so-called science wars is instructive: many
of the conflicts over the appropriate identity and boundaries of the history
of science which emerged following Paul R. Gross and Norman Levitt's
Higher Superstition: The Academic Left and Its Quarrels with Science (Balti
more: Johns Hopkins University Press, 1994) and Alan Sokal's spoof of
postmodern commentary on the sciences (published in Social Text,1996) exist
here in protean form. The editors argue that the history of science has
importance for general historians, scientists, and the lay public, yet many of
the programmatic articles that make up the first part of this volume amount
to a declaration of independence for the field—independence from scientists'
preferred accounts of their activity, from enlightenment narratives of science,
and even from a vision of the field as a whole. Specialization is the name of
the game for a would-be autonomous field, even if co-editor J. R. R. Christie
is right that the drive to specialize is tempered by the need for most
historians of science to teach the entire field and an open professional
structure allowing contributors from philosophy, sociology, and history
(though he curiously neglects to mention scientists; indeed, John R. G.
Turner's contribution suggests that their perspective is at odds with that of
the historian).
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As evidence of the open professional structure, the volume includes
essays considering the history of science's relationship with mainstream
history (Roy Porter), philosophy (Larry Laudan, Gary Gutting, T. Nickles,
Larry Briskman, W. H. Newton-Smith), sociology (Barry Barnes, Trevor
Pinch), Marxism (Robert M. Young), feminism (Christie again) and theories
of language and discourse 0. V. Golinski). The focus is strictly Western; the
editors note the practical obstacles within an already lengthy volume to
attending to non-Western science in any kind of detail, a task since taken up
by Helaine Selin, ed.. Encyclopedia of the History of Science, Technology, and
Medicine in Non-Western Cultures (Dordrecht: Kluwer, 1997). However, since
an accurate understanding of science in the"West" arguably depends upon an
assessment of interactions with the "rest" (e.g. the role of Islamic astronomy
in the Copernican revolution), some attention to these themes would have
been useful. (Lewis Pyenson does provide a valuable account of science in
imperialist settings.) Still, the bulk of the volume presents accessible
discussions of a variety of specific areas of research, under the heading of
"turning points" (significant revolutions and disciplinary origins), "topics and
interpretations" (covering broader periods of time treating a given subject
area), and larger interpretive "themes" (manyaddressing science's relationship
with other activities, for instance, science and religion, science and literature,
the classification of the sciences, and marginal science). No other single
volume can provide such a comprehensive and reliable introduction to the
explosion of research in the history of science in the last few decades.
No doubt, the best case supporting independence for the historian of
science is provided by the lucid summaries of a rich body of specialized
research that this volume provides. In this spirit, the volume's contributors
are at one with Steven Shapin's earlier declaration of independence for a
social history of science (even if some would disagree with his emphasis on
a sociological approach). Shapin famously declared that "[o]ne can either
debate the possibility of the sociology of scientific knowledge or one can do
it" ("History of Science and Its Sociological Reconstructions," History of
Science, 20 (1982): 157-211, p. 157). With that bold declaration, Shapin
sought to throw off the polemics with philosophers for an autonomous,
empirical, and (it is to be hoped) mature research program. Whatever their
preferred historiographical approach, a generation of historians of science
have followed suit; nothing unites historians more than opposing the tyranny
of philosophers.
And yet the contributors to this volume have not so much overcome
the old dichotomies—internal versus external, social versus cognitive—as they
have agreed to ignore the persisting problems of interpretation raised by
them, however poorly these problems were conceptualized bysuch polemical
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distinctions. Highlighting the metaphorical basis of scientific theories and
tracing the rhetorical uses of methodological discourse have been two veryeffective strategies for telling the history of science in a manner that differs
sharply from scientists' own understanding of their past. Here the philoso
phers come to the rescue of the scientist's view by showing that these
historical findings are not necessarily incompatible with a picture of science
as the growth of objective knowledge. Thus, W. H. Newton-Smith suggests
that the metaphorical basis of scientific theories is not incompatible with
realism, though it does exacerbate the technical, philosophical problem of
defining verisimilitude. Thomas Nickles abandons such scholastic problemsolving for a morecontextual engagement with methodological doctrines that
keeps alive a view of effective methodology by distinguishing between highly
effective but narrow, domain-specific methods and weakly effective, general
methods. By doing so, Nickles is able to challenge the constructivist's global
claim that method talk merely provides rhetorical cover for situated practice,
while reclaiming the high ground of empiricism and contextualism. Still, left
with no grounds for rejecting strongly sociological accounts of science where
they seem warranted, Nickles can only call for a synthesis of the two
contextualisms, philosophical and sociological.
Perhaps only John Schuster takes up this challenge directly in a chapter
outlining his model of the scientific revolution (similar interpretive moves are
made by Crosbie Smith in a chapter tracing the entwined historiesof political
economy and energy physics). On the face of it, Schuster would seem fully
in the sociological camp, since his work has consistently argued that
methodological doctrines serve as mythic structures that advertise what they
cannot deliver—the efficacious direction of scientific practice by a contexttranscending procedure. Yet the effort to make methodologies appear
effective requires just the same kind of ongoing interaction between
regulative ideals and the requirements of practice that Nickles argues
characterizes scientific discovery. What matters for both is not just the
(social or methodological) construction of scientific practice, but the repeated
efforts to reconstruct practice in light of the larger aims of participants. Since
these aims may be simultaneously methodological and social, a synthesis
would seem to be possible if the philosophical contextualists would expand
the range of possible influences on cognitive decision-making while the
sociological contextualists recognize that traditions of inquiry may often be
relatively autonomous from society as a whole.
To be sure, autonomy is a socially established phenomenon and the
trajectory of conceptual change is not set in advance but may be redirected
creatively at key moments. Thus, Schuster sees Newtonianism less as the
culmination of the scientific revolution than as "a complexly conditioned.
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contingent (and surprising) modification of the classical mechanism of the
mid-seventeenth century" (224). Moreover, the centrality of privileged
metaphors for systems of natural philosophy ensure that wider social values
may be expressed through scientific theories, so that technical work is never
completely autonomous. Reductive accounts of the values underlying science
at a particular time will not work, however, since metaphors are articulated
as part of complex systems with their own constraints and subject to
flexibility in interpretation. If we take Nickles and Schuster as our guide,
debates in the history of science would shift away from debating how much
to Include "social context" within our descriptions of science, since the ever
flexible concept of context would seem to hypostatize resources that are
creatively drawn upon by historical actors in an iterative fashion that
Schuster calls "context-sensitive and context-affecting" (225).
The careful attention to reconstructing scientific practice is a strength
of much of the historical work and yet contributors routinely violate their
own call to pay attention to actors' accounts in the reckless manner in which
they invoke context. For some, the extent of legitimate context is defined by
the technical content of the field under study, as when Michael Redhead
rejects any consideration of the "wider cultural influences" underlying
quantum physics (458). Interestingly, Redhead defends this decision to
delimit a narrow, technical context by appealing to the explicit beliefs of
"most" of the physicists that objective considerations of theory and
experiment shaped their work. One does not have to be convinced by Paul
Forman's thesis that the cultural crisis of Weimar Germany shaped quantum
physics to notice that this argument depends, in part, upon the explicit
testimony of physicists.
Where some rule out "wider cultural influences" a priori, the opposite
move of eclectically invoking social influences whenever this advances the
historical narrative is equally unsatisfactory. John Henry is able to invoke
assorted, alleged commitments to Neoplatonism and Pythagoreanism by
sixteenth- and seventeenth-century natural philosophers to convert the
scientific revolution into an effect of the natural magic tradition. For
internalists less aggressive than Redhead, opportunistic invocations of context
allow them to treat social history in a concluding section after the main
interpretive work has been completed. Thus, while treating intellectual and
religious traditions in a sensitive way that challenges the traditional view of
the history of geology, Rachel Laudan leaves the question of the relationship
between geology and the industrialization of Europe until the end, where a
connection is seen as possible on the Continent but coincidental in England.
Laudan's patient, empirical, and ultimately skeptical attitude is facilitated by
the tendency of some to invoke historical proximity as cause or formal
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correspondence as intimate connection, whether by invoking American antiintellectualism to explain James Watson's behaviorism or connecting Rudolf
Virchow's view of the cell to his political views.
Unless one is able to demonstrate how scientists actively transformed
such wider cultural resources, the connection will remain in the eye of the
beholder. What is required to counter skepticism about the role of large-scale
social and political causes in the history of science is some account of the
constructive work of transformation that scientists engage in when they are
held to reveal this "influence." M. J. S. Hodge is right to suggest that in
drawing upon Malthus' concern with food and land—and not facto
ries—Darwin may have invoked economic concerns remote from industrial
capitalism so that "the mediation between economic change and scientific
theory may be less direct than is sometimes implied" (p. 391). Without an
examination of the transformation of this remote context over time,
however, we will be locked into a meaningless debate about whether
Darwin's thought really reflected his society's past or future.
Moreover, it is worth pointing out that establishing the proper
interpretive framework within which to situate the history of science has
long been the subject of debate among scientists themselves. Indeed, this
volume may provide insight on the "science wars" by demonstrating the
variety of ideological views informing science's relationship with society that
question any simple account of pro-science and anti-science camps. Simon
Schaffer shows how eighteenth-century mathematicians and natural
philosophers variously interpreted Newton's achievement to gain method
ological and moral authority. J. B. Morrell questions the view that profes
sional autonomy was a prerequisite for mature science, finding that
distinctions between professionals and amateurs were often problematic
across a number of periods and countries before the late nineteenth century.
Steven Shapin argues that scientists have more often sought to define (and
debate) the religious and political meaning of science in public forums than
retreat to specialized neutrality, with the development of mathematical
physics in the seventeenth century and the Scientific Naturalist movement
in the nineteenth century two notable exceptions. Dorinda Outram
demonstrates just how politicized scientific work could become in her
treatment of the French Revolution's linkage between science and political
ideology. Finally, Theodore M. Porter traces the long history of building
social theory upon an image of natural science. If the historian of science can
contribute anything to current debates over the future direction of science,
it would be the insight that conflict over the direction and meaning of science
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is not a new development and that professional autonomy—whether the
scientist's or the historian's—is usually contested.

John Sitter, ed., The Cambridge Companion to
Eighteenth-Century Poetry. Cambridge: Cambridge
Univ. Press, 2001. Pp. xix + 298.
Reviewed by Jack Lynch, Rutgers University
In a venture like this, cliche is the enemy. All the editors of the Cambridge
Companions face a difficult task: to address general topics for nonspecialist
audiences, while saying something new and interesting for the old hands. To
pull this off with a subject as widely studied as eighteenth-century poetry,
where cliches are abundant—opus,hie labor est.
All the more reason to be pleased by Sitter's fine volume, which
manages to be both accessible to undergraduates and illuminating to
professionals. Much of the novelty arises from the organization of the
collection, which permits new approaches to familiar works while leaving
room for examinations of less canonical authors. Unlike John Richetti's
Cambridge Companion to the Eighteenth-Century Novel, in which most of the
chapters are organized around individual novelists. Sitter subdivides the field
according to various principles. The range is wide: two of the essays might
be called "formal" in their approach; one is on politics, one on book history,
one on poetic theory, one on gender, one on canon formation, one on a
genre, two on movements, and three on miscellaneous themes that resist
classification. This variety may owe something to the remarkable range of
eighteenth-century poetry itself: as J. Paul Hunter puts it.
There were poems about farming, fishing, cooking, walking the
streets of London, storms, fashions, insults, drunkenness, trade
practices, cats, and geography, as well as about historical events,
the national debt, class distinctions, colonization, religious beliefs,
standards of morality, gender expectations, slavery, philosophical
principles, private feelings, and sexual behavior. (11)
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It is impossible in a review of this length to give the thirteen essays the
consideration they deserve, and since the contributors are not content with
repeating platitudes, many of them are provocative enough to deserve fuller
(and often critical) responses. It is, however, possible to give a brief overview
of the volume, and to encourage readers to respond to it themselves. First,
a note on scope: "eighteenth-century" means eighteenth-century. There are
a few passing mentions of Dryden and Rochester and a few pages on
Wordsworth, but the focus is squarely on British poets from around 1710 to
1790. Each essay includes a bibliography of suggested further reading, and
while none pretends to be comprehensive, most are sound, especially on
recent criticism.
Sitter's "Introduction: The Future of Eighteenth-Century Poetry"
examines eighteenth-century poets' "tendency to look toward the future" (1),
a fitting way to open the collection. Futurity and posterity have rarely been
given their due as central concerns in eighteenth-century poetry; Sitter's
observation that "a closing prediction or petition concerning the future . . .
is Pope's most characteristic way of concluding a poem" (5) is therefore
welcome, and on the money.
J. Paul Hunter's comments on "Couplets and Conversation" are
similarly insightful, and suggest productive ways to read even the most
familiar poems. The oral and the written. Hunter argues, "were mixed so
regularly in daily practice that oral conversation took on many of the stylistic
habits associated with formal writing, and the written word often was
conversational in tone and habit" (11). He therefore offers refreshingly
practical advice that many critics may think beneath them: "Reading poems
aloud ... is a good, practical way to hear the syntax and sense of the
poem....The trick is not to let your voice be too emphatic about the rhyme"
(31).
Christine Gerrard's contribution, "Political Passions," is a discussion of
party politics and public events, mostly during Walpole's ministry. She
looks not only at the long-canonical Tory tradition of Pope, Swift, and
Johnson, but also at their Whiggish rivals, including Addison, Tickell,
Blackmore, and Philips. She takes up the succession crisis at the end of
Anne's reign, the South Sea Bubble, the Patriot opposition (the subject of her
important book of 1994), the fall of Walpole, the Forty-five, theSeven Years'
War, and Churchill's political satires of the 1760s, and contextualizes the
poems that emerged from and engaged with the political events.
In "Publishing and Reading Poetry," Barbara M. Benedict considers
eighteenth-century poetry in terms of "the new mechanism by which books
were produced and presented to the public ... a revolutionary way of
controlling, distributing, and indeed multiplying the production of books"
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(64). The attention is salutary: despite the detailed studies by Michael
Suarez, David Foxon, James McLaverty, and Thomas Bonnell, many readers
have never really shaken the Romantic mythology about the poet as solitary
genius. But poets, like novelists and even hack writers, were just one part of
a large commercial machine made up of patrons, printers, booksellers,
circulating libraries, and consumers.
In "The City in Eighteenth-Century Poetry," Brean Hammond charts
the changes in urban sensibilities between Swift's "Description of a City
Shower" (1710) and Blake's "London" (1794), with stops along the way at
Pope, Gay, Johnson, and Cowper, but he also gives welcome attention to less
canonical poets like Mary Robinson, Mary Chandler, Christopher Anstey,
Robert Fergusson, and Joanna Baillie. Hammond is sensitive to the
ambiguous relation early eighteenth-century poets had with the city: "The
Dunciad" for instance, "is finally as much a celebration of metropolitan
energy as it is a critique of it. The poem is fed by the swarming, formicating
liveliness that it affects to despise" (95). Hammond's essay on city poetry is
balanced by Tim Fulford's on "'Nature' Poetry," in which the political
resonances of the landscape are charted in the works of Pope, Thomson,
Duck, Collier, Dyer, Grainger, Gray, Goldsmith, Cowper, Burns, Crabbe,
and Darwin. The period deserves particular attention, Hammond argues,
because "'English nature,' that scenery of rolling hills, oak trees, green
pastures, country houses, and churchyards overgrown with moss, is a
creation of the eighteenth century" (109).
Sitter offers an impressive chapter of his own, "Questions in Poetics:
Why and How Poetry Matters." His wide-ranging discussion touches on
"decorum," the "rules," "neo-classicism," "true wit," and all the usual topoi
of eighteenth-century literary criticism. He makes a powerful case for our
interest in poetics: "We have good reason to be curious about a body of
critical writing that is,like much of our own, unwilling to make transcenden
tal claims for poetry, as Sidney had or Shelley would, a theory of poetry that
seeks to defend poetry without mystification" (133-34). The result is the best
short discussion of eighteenth-century poetics in print.
In "Eighteenth-Century Women Poets and Readers," Claudia Thomas
Kairoff gives much of her chapter to women's readingsof Pope, recycling and
expanding the arguments she made in Alexander Pope and His EighteenthCentury Women Readers (1994). Reception is also David Fairer's concern in
"Creating a National Poetry: The Tradition of Spenser and Milton," which
traces the reactions to those two distinctly British poets in the works of Pope,
Thomson, Shenstone, Gray, Collins, the Wartons, Mason, and others, fn
"The Return to the Ode," Ralph Cohen examines the genre seemingly
rediscovered at mid-century, and gives a close reading of Pamela's imitation
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of Psalm 137 in Richardson's novel. David B. Morris contributes a long
meditation on death, desire, dreams, and religious experience in "A Poetry
of Absence." Patricia Meyer Spacks examines "the symbiosis and the tension
of the social and the personal" in "The Poetry of Sensibility." Finally,
Jennifer Keith, in "'Pre-Romanticism' and the Ends of Eighteenth-Century
Poetry," wants to make a case that "poems from the 1770s, 80s, and 90s, at
the historical edges of Romanticism" (272), have a character of their own,
distinct both from what came before and what came after. She recognizes all
the dangers of that most notorious of terms, and never uses it without the
protection of quotation marks.
Having served upso many paragraphs of praise, I hope the contributors
will not object to a few words of criticism. Gerrard's intimate knowledge of
the politics of the early eighteenth century may leave novice readers, some
of whom have never heard of the people and events she discusses,feeling lost.
Benedict's generalizations are sometimes too broad, and some are suggestive
without finally paying off: circulating libraries, we are told, "may well have
influenced the way poets used sound devices like rhyme, alliteration, and
assonance, and how they structured their verse" (78), but this tantalizing
speculation is left undeveloped. Keith is admirably circumspect in her use of
the term "pre-Romanticism," but she might have been more explicit about
what constitutes it: Charlotte Smith's "To the Insect of the Gossamer," she
says, is pre-Romantic, and Coleridge's "KublaKhan" Romantic, though they
are contemporary. The judgment is certainly defensible, but the criteria by
which we distinguish the two might have been spelled out. And the volume
as a whole suffers badly from inadequate proofreading: this should be
cleaned up in later printings.
But there is every reason to believe there will later printings aplenty in
which to fix these minor blemishes. The essays are without exception
thoughtful, learned, original, and clear, and The Cambridge Companion to
Eighteenth-Century Poetry will be essential reading for a long time to come.
In its paperback edition, it will likely become a common text in graduate
seminars on eighteenth-century poetry. Thumbs-up to Sitter and his
contributors for producing the most thought-provoking collection on
eighteenth-century poetry in decades.

